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Set Us Free
Why Can't You See
Can't You Feel
This Is Real
I Pray We Don't Need To Change
Our Ways To Be Saved
It's All We Wanna Be
Watch Us Freak

PREFACE
During the last five months I have been working on a very interesting problem:
the diffusion of gas through rice plants. It was meant to measure methane oxidation,
but that changed into modelling and measurement of transport. The reason for this
change was that measurement of labelled methane and labelled carbon dioxide was
not yet possible with photo acoustics. However insight in transport is necessary to be
able to determine oxidation in the rhizosphere of rice plants in the proposed set-up.
Therefore transport is an important topic for research.
This report describes the development of an experimental set-up and a model.
The set-up can be used to measure gas transport through a rice plant in the lab. The
model can be used to calculate gas transport for certain experimental conditions in
order to explain the transport on the basis of detailed biophysical procesdescription.
So not only the final set-up and the final model are described, but also the process of
development that was followed. The reason for this extensive description is to give the
reader better insight in the problems that arose during the project and how I thought I
could overcome them. After my contribution the project will be continued. For those
who will be involved, it is especially important to see why I have chosen this set-up and
model.
This approach mainly affects chapter 3, with materials and methods, chapter 4,
with results and discussion and chapter 5, with suggestions for further research. In
paragraph 3.3 the development of the final model is described by first dealing with two
preliminary versions. In paragraph 3.4, which contains the description of the
experimental set-up, a set-up for experiments with chromatography is described. This
set-up has later been abandoned and it has not been used in any further
measurements. In paragraph 3.5 an extensive motivation for choosing SF6 as tracer
gas is given. In paragraph 4.3 several experiments in which diffusion through soil
without a plant is measured are described. Two of these experiments were only used to
test and improve the set-up. Finally the suggestions for further research given in
chapter 6 are described in detail. This approach led to seemingly unimportant
information about the set-up: alterations that were not carried out, disadvantages of
alternatives and details about the experimental set-up. Still I chose for this description
because it gives extra information about how future experiments with rice plants in a
set-up with photo acoustics could be carried out, and it is thus important for those who
will continue the project.
For me the project was quite interesting, instructive and nice to work on. The
guidance Peter gave me was perfect, which I want to thank him for. He was always
ready to he1p, even when he had hardly time for it.
The co-operation with Tim and Gina from Nijmegen was very pleasant. They did
a lot for me, which saved me from travelling to Nijmegen every day. Peter Leffelaar and
Jan Goudriaan helped me with my model. Thanks to all of you. Thanks to Geurt
Versteeg from the AB, Rhizolab and Willeke van Tintelen from Soil science and plant
nutrition for helping me with the root length distribution equipment and to Hugo Denier
van der Gon for his innovative ideas.
12 September 1997
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SUMMARY
Methane is an important greenhouse gas. In order to be able to determine
methane emission by rice plants one has to quantify gas transport through these
plants. A set-up has been designed to measure this transport. Measurements with
photo acoustics and model calculations have been used to quantify gas transport
through rice plants.
With photo acoustics it is possible to measure the appearance of gases after
diffusion through soil and plant rather precisely compared to chromatography. It is even
possible to measure fast events. The detection limit is low (for example several ppb's
for SF6) and the time resolution is very good (60s).
Based on test experiments glassware was designed for the measurements with
photo acoustics. Some extra units around it and some adaptations in the way of
measuring were necessary to obtain satisfying results. For example the water in the
bottom space had to be boiled, the water in the bottom was stirred to obtain a
homogeneous concentration, the water level in the core had to be constant with a
siphon and water had to be filtered out of the gas going in the laser cavity. The final
set-up for measuring the transport of gases through soil and plant worked well.
The model developed for predicting the diffusion of a gas through soil without a
plant worked rather well. The diffusion coefficients for SF6 in water and the filter were
9
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unknown and estimated to be 1.13*10-9 m2*s- 1 and 0.7*10- m *s-\ respectively. These
values are not very reliable, because they estimated from measurements that had a
different purpose. A third good experiment will be necessary to verify them.
The model developed for predicting the diffusion of a gas through the soil with a
plant gave rather good results. Though, it still contains errors. In order to find out
whether these are within the resistance of the roots shoot barrier, some extra
experiments are needed.
Switching on and off the light that was illuminating the core had an effect on the
measured gas concentration. When switching on the light t~e concentration increases
temporarily and when switching of it decreases. This effect was caused by changes in
the temperature. It needs extra experiments to find out how temperature influences
diffusion through the plant.
After the introduction in chapter 1, in chapter 2 the theory behind methane
emission from rice plants and photo acoustics is briefly described. In chapter 3 some
information about diffusion is given, a simulation model to calculate diffusion through
soil with rice roots is described. Further the experimental set-ups and the outline of the
experiments are described. In chapter 4 the results of model calculations and
measurements are discussed. In chapter 5 the conclusions of the research are stated.
Chapter 6 gives suggestions for further research. Chapter 7 gives information about
literature on which this thesis is based. At the end there are some appendices to give
extra information.

SAMENVATIING
Methaan is een belangrijk broeikas gas. Om de emmissie van methaan door
rijstplanten vast te kunnen stellen is het nodig eerst het transport van gassen door deze
planten te kunnen kwantificeren. Er is daarom een opstelling ontwikkeld om transport
van gasses door planten te meten. Meten met foto-akoestiek en model calculaties zijn
gebruikt om het transport van gassen door rijst planten te kwantificeren.
Foto-akoestiek is een geschiktere methode om diffusie van gassen door planten
nauwkeurig te bepalen dan chromatografie. Het is zelfs mogelijk om snelle effecten te
meten. De detectielimiet is laag (bijvoorbeeld enekele ppb's voor SF6 ) en de
tijdsresolutie geed (60s).
Op basis van wat proef experimenten is glaswerk ontworpen om de metingen
uit te voeren. Enkele extra uitbreidingen van de opstelling en aanpassingen in de
uitvoering van de experimenten waren nodig om geed te kunnen meten. Zo moest het
water in de ruimte onderin de kolom gekookt worden, zodat er geen luchtbellen in
gevormd warden. Zo moest er bijvoorbeeld een roerder bijgezet worden om het water
in de ruimte onder in de kolom te kunnen roeren, zodat de concentratie van gassen
daar constant was. Zo moest iets bedacht worden om het waterniveau in het systeem
constant te houden. Uiteindelijk werkte de opstelling naar tevredenheid.
Het model dat de diffusie van gasses door de bodem zonder plant moest
beschrijven werkte geed. De diffusiecoefficienten van SF6 in water en in de filter
onderin de kolom waren onbekend. Deze zijn op basis van de experimenten bepaald
op 1.13*10-9 m2 *s- 1 and 0.7*10-9 m2*s- 1 respectievelijk. Deze waarden zijn niet erg
betrouwbaar en een extra experiment is nodig ter verificatie.
Het model dat ontwikkeld is om diffusie door de bodem met een rijstplant erin te
voorspellen gaf minder goede resultaten. Het bevat nag fouten. Om te kunnen bepalen
of dit veroorzaakt wordt door een foute waarde voor de weerstand vari de wortel-spruit
overgang zijn wat extra experiment nodig.
Het aan en uitzetten van het Iicht had effecten op de gasconcentratie in de
ruimte rand de plant. Dit effect werd veroorzaakt door veranderingen in de
temperatuur. Er zijn extra experimenten nodig om uit te zoeken hoe de temperatuur het
transport van gassen door de plant be"invloedt.
Na de introductie in hoofdstuk 1, is in hoofdstuk 2 de theorie achter methaanemmissie van rijst planten en photo-accoustiek beschreven. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt eerst
wat informatie over diffusie gegeven, wordt een simulatie model voor diffusie van
gassen door rijst planten beschreven en wordt de opzet van de experimenten
besproken. In hoofdstuk 4 worden de resultaten van de model calculaties en de
experimenten besporken. In hoofdstuk 5 worden de conclusies gegeven. In hoofdstuk 6
worden suggesties voor verder onderzoek gegeven. In hoofdstuk 7 zijn
literatuurverwijzingen opgenomen. Ten slotte wordt in enkele appendices extra
achterliggende informatie gegeven.
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INTRODUCTION

Part of the radiation from the sun that reaches earth leaves as infra-red light.
This long waved radiation can be trapped by greenhouse gases, which causes heating
of earth. Methane is, like carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide, an important greenhouse
gas [1 ]. Different greenhouse gases have different properties. There are differences in
their contribution in the greenhouse effect: C02 for 60%, CH4 for 22%, N2 0 for 4o/o and
halocarbons for 13% [2]. The absorption maximum of these gases often lies at different
wavelengths (pers. comm. Conrad). The methane concentration in the atmosphere has
increased from 0.7 ppm in pre-industrial times to 1.8 ppm now [1]. In order to be able to
reduce the greenhouse effect by mitigation of methane emissions, first the global
methane emission has to be estimated and the underlying process has to be
understood.
There are several sources of methane. Major natural methane sources are
wetlands (115 Tg*yea(1), termites (20 Tg*yea(1), oceans (10 Tg*yea( 1).
Anthropogenic methane sources are coals mines, natural gas and pet industry
1
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(together 100 Tg*yea( ) and rice paddies (60 Tg*yea( ). An important methane sink is
1
atmospheric removal (470 Tg*yea( ) (pers. comm. Conrad).
So rice production is an important source of methane emission [3]. Most rice is
produced on a water saturated soil. These fields are called wetlands. In wetlands the
soil is mostly anaerobic, which leads to methane production. Wetland rice production
leads to 10 - 30o/o of the global methane emission [4] and is expected to increase the
coming decades [5], which makes it useful to estimate the part of rice production in the
greenhouse effect and possibly decrease it by mitigation.
Methane emission by rice fields can be calculated by upscaling and by
downscaling. In upscaling experimental measurements in the laboratory and in the field
are used to calculate the emission of methane by rice fields. In downscaling, data about
the atmosphere are used to calculate the emission of methane by rice fields. In this
research project upscaling is being developed: measurements in the lab will be used to
predict methane emission by rice production on a large scale.
The aim of this project was to develop a set-up with a rice plant to measure
13
oxidation. The idea was to inject CH 4 at the bottom of a soil column in which a rice
plant is growing. The methane would diffuse towards the roots, where it would be partly
oxidised before it would diffuse into the air via the aerenchyma of the plant. The ratio of
13
13
the occurring C0 2 and CH 4 in the headspace would give information about oxidation
of CH 4 in the rhizosphere.
Compared to gas chromatography, which is commonly used for these kind of
12
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experiments, photo acoustics has the advantage that CH 4 , C0 2 , CH 4 and C0 2
can be measured separately. This is possible because these gases have different
absorption spectra. Concentration of gases in the system can be followed in time.
13
13
Unfortunately it turned out that CH 4 and C0 2 could not yet be measured with
photo acoustics and that it is necessary to understand the process of transport of
gases through the soil and the rice plant in order to be able to determine oxidation of
methane in the rhizosphere of rice. Therefore the aim was adjusted: to develop a setup to determine transport of gases through rice plants and to quantify this transport.

2

THEORY

2.1

RICE

Rice is an annual plant used for food production for mankind. Rice is mostly
produced in Asia: China, Indonesia, The Philippines and India. The global rice
6
production area is about 136 * 10 ha [6], which is about forty times the size of Holland.
In 1990 520 million tons of rice were produced [7]. Rice is usually produced in
submerged soils. It does not need a water layer, but it can tolerate these conditions
better than its weed competitors. Root growth of most other plants is inhibited if he C02
concentration exhibits 5% and if the 0 2 fraction becomes less than 15°k [8]. In
anaerobic soils this is the case.
The population of people in rice consuming countries is expected to increase
faster than in non-rice consuming countries. Therefore rice production must increase.
On the other hand less area is available for rice production, because of industrialisation
and urbanisation [7]. IR72 is a rice variety that was developed to achieve an increase in
production. It is a high yielding rice plant that is used in irrigated rice production. It has
few tillers, few unproductive tillers, erect leaves for more effective light entrapment and
a high grain production [7]. From planting to harvesting takes about 11 0 - 120 days
under normal circumstances. The use of IR72 is expected to increase in the future due
to its good properties. Therefore in this project IR72 is used.

2

2.2

METHANE EMISSION FROM RICE

Before methane can be emitted it has to be produced. Anaerobic methanogenic
bacteria produce methane from organic compounds with low molecular mass [9]. This
methane is transported to the atmosphere by different processes. Part of the methane
is oxidised by aerobic methanotrophic bacteria present in the soil [10].
2.2.1

METHANE PRODUCTION

Sources for low organic compounds in soil for methane production are root
exudation, root decay, soil mineralisation or addition of organic fertilisers.
Exudation from the roots of the rice plant is the release of organic acids to the
soil. Root exudates are released for several reasons. When growing roots move
through the soil they lose some matter by friction. Exudates are also released to be
able to take up other compounds. Phosphate for example is bounded to low organic
compounds before it is transported into the plant. Exudates are also released in order
to influence the pH in the rhizosphere. The rhizosphere is the soil around the root/soil
interface that is directly influenced by the roots, by means of exchange of molecules
and pH. Root exudates exist mainly of carbohydrates, organic acids, amino acids and
phenolic compounds [9]. Root decay also offers organic compounds for
methanogenesis. Soil mineralisation means microbial conversion of organic matter in
the soil [11 ]. Added fertilisers with low organic compounds, like rice straw, can have
large effects, up to 44o/o, on the total produced methane [12].
Most methane in the soil is produced from H2 I C0 2 or from acetate, but some
methanogenic bacteria also use formate, methanol and methylamines [13]. Sulphate
reducing bacteria also use these organic compounds, so they compete with
methanogenic bacteria, but do not produce methane [1 0]. Most ·methane is produced
by the reactions presented below [14].
->
->

2.2.2

METHANE OXIDATION

Oxidation reduces methane emission. Methanotrophic bacteria use oxygen to
oxidise methane into C0 2 with the enzyme monooxygenase. These bacteria live at
anaerobic/aerobic interfaces where methane and oxygen meet. This is near the
root/soil interface and near the soil/air interface or, in case of a water layer, near the
water/air interface. The rhizosphere can be an extremely thin layer [15]. Oxidation at
the water-air surface is relatively larger than at the root/soil surface: the oxidation
percentage is bigger. However, in absolute sense it is less important because more
methane passes by the roots [16]. Values for methane oxidation vary in literature: 158% [3], 34%> [4] and 90% [17]. Oxygen diffuses out of the roots when new roots grow
sideways out of the older roots. Further oxygen is released to defend the plant against
reducing influences like Fe2+ or hydrogen sulphide. Methanotrophic bacteria do not
need high 0 2 concentrations [16]. Methane is oxidised as presented below.
->
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However, the system is more complicated than suggested above. All kinds of
interactions exist between micro-organisms and the involved chemical compounds. For
example 0 2 inhibits methane production (actually 0 2 kills methanogenic bacteria). More
micro-organisms are involved than mentioned. As soil becomes anaerobic the redox
potential decreases. First N03- is reduced, then Fe3+, then SO/- and finally, usually
after five or six weeks, the couple H2/C0 2 . In each step different bacteria are involved.
At some places there is so much methane that oxygen is the rate determining factor in
oxidation [3]. The number of methanotrophic bacteria in the soil increases as the roots
grow [4].
2.2.3

METHANE TRANSPORT

When rice plants are present, there are three processes that determine
methane transport to the atmosphere. 1) Ebullition is the movement of gas bubbles
formed in the soil. 2) Methane can diffuse through the water that is present in the soil.
However diffusion to the surface takes a lot of time. 3) Methane can diffuse into rice
plants and diffuse through the plants into the air. This is possible because rice plants
have aerenchyma to supply the roots with oxygen and to get rid of carbon dioxide
[3].The process of transport of gases through the plant is called plant mediated
diffusion or vascular transport by plants.
About 90% of the methane is transported to the atmosphere via the roots [1 0].
Of course this depends on the root distribution, which on its turn depends on the age of
the plant and the environmental circumstances. A parameter for the distribution of roots
is the effective root distance. This is the average distance between points on the roots
and the nearest neighbouring roots. When the effective root distance becomes so small
by root growth that the space between the roots is aerobe, inhibition by 0 2 will fully stop
methane production [18]. Therefore methane emission can be very small when there
are so many roots that there is no anaerobic zone left. This also implies that the use of
models with a random root distribution will probably be wrong (however sometimes it is
necessary to use these when nothing better is available). The interspacing distances
will be large in some parts and small in others, but the effect on oxidation is linear to
the distance between roots. Using a root distribution as a function of depth with
attention to the inter root space will be better. Another reason why it is wrong to use a
random root distribution, is that the root oxygen release is clustered around the root
[18]. Because roots grow relatively fast compared to gas diffusion, roots might grow
into a CH 4 -rich region and dynamics of root growth should be taken into account. In
modelling one should also pay attention to this effect.
2.2.4

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

According to experiments that have been done in the field, methane emission
depends on several factors. It changes during the growing season [13]. It changes with
temperature. It changes with the growth conditions and the composition of the soil [15]:
amount of organic compounds, micro-organism population, oxygen concentration and
fertilisers like urea [19] influence methane emission. It varies between rice varieties
[15]. It changes with land use management of the rice fields [13]. pH and other
chemical properties also influence methane emission [14]. Some of these effects will be
explained in more detail below.
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Seasonal changes in methane emission can often be explained by differences
in temperature and by the growth of the rice plants. Three remarkable stages in plant
development with differences in methane emission are tillering, panicle initiation and
ripening after which the plants are harvested [1 0]. The older the plant the more
important plant mediated transport becomes [16, 20]. Not only plant-mediated methane
diffusion but also oxidation of methane increases when the plant grows [13].
The temperature effect on methane emission is complicated. Sometimes no
empirical relation between temperature and emission is found [10] and in other cases
temperature and methane emission seem to be related [3]. The diffusion coefficient of
gases depends on temperature and so does the solubility [21]. So one could think that
at higher temperatures methane remains shorter in the soil and the chance that it is
oxidised might decrease slightly. However, these effects are small and changes in
biological processes seem to make more sense. Methane production increases with
temperature, but also methanotrophes grow faster at higher temperatures, so the
overall effect is hard to predict.
Features of the soil play an important part. As mentioned before not only root
exudates are used for methane production, but also organic compounds in the soil.
Rice straw reduces the differences between different soils [10]. It is often added as
organic fertiliser. Increasing the amount of organic compounds enhances methane
production [16]. There are also non-organic compounds that influence methane
emission. S042- reduces methane emission by activating sulphate reducing bacteria
[1 0]. Salt inhibits methane emission, because methane production is more inhibited
than methane oxidation by salinity [1 0]. Urea also influences methane emission [16].
Micro-organism population is of course an important factor, but it is the result of other
properties of the system. Because there are so many properties of the soil that have
effects on methane emission it is hard to compare soils from different parts of the world
[21] and methane emission varies widely at different locations [13].
Methane oxidation near plants is higher at day than at night, because 0 2 is
produced in photosynthesis [22]. Therefore the C0 2 I CH 4 ratio will be bigger during
daytime.
In the past it has been tried to put these factors into models. Sometimes these
models have not been validated [22]. Sometimes only qualitative interpretation of data
is given [20]. Because all these factors influence methane emission it is hard to give
general values for methane emission. However, when methane production, oxidation
and transport are better understood, it is easier to predict emission. About the effects of
environmental factors on methane transport not much can be found in literature.
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2.3

PHOTO ACOUSTICS USED TO MEASURE GASES

From the previous paragraphs it follows that insight in the process of methane
emission is necessary to be able mitigate it. In the past methane production, transport
and oxidation have been measured in several ways. However, the very sensitive
technique of photo accoustics has never been used for this purpose.
People have tried to inhibit a certain step in the process of methane production
or oxidation by adding chemical substances. Very often these inhibitors affect more
than one kind of organism involved in the system and inhibition is very often not
absolute [3]. Adding chloroform is supposed to inhibit the methyl CoM reductase
activity of methanogenic bacteria fully [13]. On the other hand, chloroform might
damage plants. Methyl fluoride is expected to inhibit methane monooxygenase from
methanotrophic bacteria reversibly and specifically without affecting methanogeneses
[1, 5]. Other authors state that methyl fluoride or acetylene does not only affect
methanotrophes but also methanogenics [3].
People have tried to incubate with N2 in order to measure differences in
methane fluxes [1 0]. It seems that also in this way the system is changed too much. N2
stimulates CH 4 emission [4].
By adding labelled gases to the system one can measure the labelled products
without disturbing the normal situation. Photo acoustics can be used to measure the
concentration of these labelled gases. We hope that this combination does not have
the disadvantages mentioned earlier. Here the theoretical background of photo
acoustics will be explained. In methods and materials the rest of the set-up will be
discussed.
Most information about photo acoustics in the coming -text is based on a
demonstration computer program made by staff members from Molecular and Laser
Physics from Nijmegen.
In photo acoustics, photon energy is transferred to acoustic energy by the gas
that is to be detected. The photon energy is coming from a laser. The gas converts this
energy into acoustic energy. This is detected by a microphone.
There are two kinds of energy of gas molecules that concern the energy
conversion from light to sound: vibrational energy and kinetic energy. These are in
equilibrium. When the frequency of the photons emitted by the laser matches the
energy necessary for transitions in vibrational energy of the gas molecules, they will be
excited to higher energy levels. The energy necessary for this transition is specific for
different molecules. So different molecules absorb at different frequencies. Brewer et
all give information about the wavelengths of a C0 2 laser [23]. When molecules collide,
this vibrational energy will be partly transferred into kinetic energy. This is a rise in
temperature. According to the gas-laws, heating increases either volume or pressure.
When the volume is restricted by the geometry of a cavity, an increase of pressure is
the result of an increase of temperature. By modulating the laser light with a chopper,
the heating becomes periodical and so does the pressure. A periodical contraction and
expansion is equal to sound. Sound can be detected with a microphone. The sound will
have the same frequency as the modulation of the light beam. The more gas there is
present, the more sound is produced. So the detected signal is proportional to the
concentration of the gas.
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An overview of the set-up

Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of photo acoustics. The laser is a light
source with certain characteristic features. All photons are directed in a single direction.
A laser does not emit a spectrum, but a narrow frequency band. Therefore lasers are
also said to emit monochromatic light. Within the narrow bandwidth the intensity is
rather high.
It is not possible to generate a real spectrum with lasers. However it is possible
to influence the frequencies by using a grating. This is a special mirror that can be
rotated. This causes changes in the frequency of the laser. This grating is placed at the
side of the laser opposite to the cell.
A chopper is positioned between the laser, that produces photons, and the
photo acoustic cell, that contains the gas. The chopper is a small motor with rotating
blades that interrupt the laserbeam. The speed of the motor can be regulated precisely.
The chopped laser beam is led to a mirror. This mirror partly reflects the light
back into the laser beam and partly lets it pass through to the photo acoustic cavity.
The reason for using this mirror is that a laser always need some photons to stimulate
other molecules to emit more photons.
After the mirror, the laserbeam is led into the cell that contains small amounts of
the gas, where the gas molecules are excited. The microphone that measures sound at
the same frequency as the chopper is connected to a computer that saves the data.
Through the cavity there is a constant flow of the gas mixture that needs to be
analysed.
The used photo acoustic set-up was built at the Catholic University of Nijmegen
by co-operation of several workshops and technicians of the Department for Molecular
and Laser Physics.
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In the laser there is a mixture of gases. In the laser used for the experiments,
C0 2 was most abundant. Therefore the laser is also called a C0 2 laser. The molecules
of this gas get exited by the potential that is placed over the two electrodes. When the
gas molecules return to their ground state photons with a distinct frequency are
emitted. For the C0 2 laser this is between 9 and 11 f.lm. In general, higher laser power
is better for good results. The power at a certain wavelength depends on several
factors. For example, the composition of the gas mixture in the laser tube and the
absolute amounts of gases play a role. The laser power decreases when the gas has
been in the laser tube for a long time. The gas in the laser cavity is continuously
degenerated into ions and formed back by the energy added, but part of it is lost. For
this reason once a week the gas has to be replaced.
When the concentration of one gas has to be determined, absorption at two
wavelengths has to be measured. Sometimes unwanted gases can interfere with the
measurements. If absorption at a wavelength with a low absorption coefficient for the
gas of interest is subtracted from the absorption at a wavelength with a high absorption
coefficient for the gas of interest, background noise can be reduced. Some gases, like
C0 2 , water vapour and NH 3 severely disturb the measurements and have to be filtered
out of gas that enters the detection cell. A cooling trap in which gases condense traps
these gases. In that case the gas of interest must have a lower condensation
temperature.
Absorption of the laser in the cell by gas molecules is equivalent to absorption in
a spectra photometer by molecules in a solution. In equation 1 the Lambert-Beer Law
translated for absorption in photo acoustics is shown.

A

[-r

=E*I*c

1

A[-] is the absorption, E [atm- 1*cm- 1], I [em] is the length of the cavity and c [atm] is the
pressure of the measured gas. Just like in normal absorption spectroscopy, the factor E
has to be determined from verification samples of different concentrations of the gas.
Compared to chromatography photo acoustics has the disadvantage that only
gases with a dipole moment can be measured. The energy of the photons emitted by
the laser have enough energy to excite the stretch vibration of molecules. In
chromatography gases without a dipole moment can be measured. With photo
acoustics gases can be monitored continuously [2], which is not possible with a
chromatograph. Compared to chromatography the sensitivity is high. For example the
lowest SF6 concentration that can be measured photo acoustics is 1 ppb. The
sensitivity for different gases is not equal. The detection limit is in general lower than
the detection limit for gas chromatography [2]. A small disadvantage is that the method
is restricted to small molecules [2]. The time-response is about 60s [2], which is
comparable to chromatography.
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2.4

OBJECTIVES

Measurements and model calculations will be used to get insight in the process
of transport of gases through a system.
In order to measure transport through soil and plant as accurate as possible a
set-up will be designed. With this set-up gas transport through the system can be
measured. A model will be developed to understand and quantify the importance of the
different processes for the transport of gas. The model will be compared with the
results of the measurements.
In later research the developed set-up and model will be used to determine
methane oxidation in the rhizosphere of rice plants. The combination of production,
oxidation and transport will lead to predictions about methane emission by rice plants.
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3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

An experimental set-up has been developed. It is used to measure methane
oxidation. The same set-up has been modelled. In this section first this system is
described. Then attention is paid to several properties of gases concerning the
measurements and model calculations, followed by the development of a model. Finally
the set-ups used in the experiments are described.
3.1

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

If one is interested in transport of gases through rice, production and oxidation
should be eliminated. By injecting a known amount of tracer gas at the bottom of a rice
plant containing soil column, then production is no longer an unreliable factor. If the
used gas is not involved in any chemical, physical or biological process, for example it
does not adsorb to soil particles and it is not be used by micro-organisms, then all gas
injected should finally come out of the soil with plant in it and appear in the space
above.
The proposed measurements with inert tracer gasses can only be done in the
lab, because most gases are too expensive to be used in big amounts and the laser is
situated in the lab.
Duplicate measurements can be carried out, but there will be differences in for
example root distribution, thickness of the soil layer and laser power (and therefore
sensitivity). The values for gas transport obtained in this way are to be used to obtain
insight in the processes, not as general values comparable to the situation in the field.
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3.2

PROPERTIES OF SEVERAL GASES

For calculations of diffusion through soil one needs to know the diffusion
coefficient of the gas in the medium. The diffusion coefficient of gases depends
strongly on whether it concerns diffusion through air, through water or diffusion of
bubbles [24]. There are significant differences between diffusion coefficients
determined by different investigators [21, 25]. Table 1 gives the diffusion coefficients in
water at about 298K of some gases used in this project.
Table 1:
Source
21
26

Diffusion coefficientS-in water at about 289K of different gases.
He (m.!*s-')
SF6 (m.!*s- 1 ) CH 4 (m.!*s-')
C02 (m.!*s-1 )
C2H,. (m.!*s-')
7.5*10-~

?

?
?

?

1.9*10-~

?

1.9*10-~

1.9*1 o-~

1.52*10-~

The diffusion coefficient of SF6 in water is unknown. However in general
diffusion coefficients in water decrease with square root of the mass of the molecule.
The diffusion coefficient of He in water is 7.5*10-9 m2*s-1 . He has a molecular weight of
8
1
3 g*mor [26]. So Dw * "'-'Mw 1.3*10- . Therefore SF6 , which has a molecular weight of,
1
let's say 146 g*mor , should have a diffusion coefficient in water of about 1.1 *1 o-9 m2 *s1
. To check this method, the diffusion coefficient of ethylene will be examined. Ethylene
has a molecular weight of 28 g*mor1, therefore a diffusion coefficient of 1.42*1 o-9 m 2*s9
2
1
1
can be calculated. The measured value of 1.52*1 o- m *s- matches this pretty
closely.
1
The diffusion coefficient D [m 2*s- ] for a solute molecule in solution can also be
calculated with the relation in formula 2 derived from a relationship of Einstein [27].

=

D=

(k*T) I (6*II*11*r)

2

k [J*K- 1] is the Boltzmann constant which equals ;1.38*1 o-23 J*K-1 , T [K] is the
2
temperature, 11 [N*s*m- ] is the viscosity of the solvent and r [m] is the collision
diameter or radius of a molecule. The viscosity of water is 11 = 0.00101 N*s*m-2 [27].
Table 2 gives the diffusion coefficients in air at about 298K of some gases used
in this project.
Table 2:
Source
26
28

Diffusion coefficients in air at about 289K of different gases.
C0 2 (m.!*s- 1 )
He (m'*s- 1 ) SF6 (m.!*s- 1 ) CH 4 (m.!*s- 1 )
C2H4 (m'*s-')
2.2*1
1.6*10-o
0.7*10-4
?
?
1.4*1 o-o
?
?
?
?

o-b

The diffusion coefficient of SF~ in air is unknown. However, the diffusion
2
coefficient of SF6 in N2 is 1.0*1 o-5 m *s- and in general diffusion coefficients in air and
in N2 are almost equal, because air consists of 80% N2. A diffusion coefficient for SF6 in
air of 1.0*10-5 m2*s-1 will be used in coming calculations.
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Diffusion of gases in soil differs from diffusion in water, because soil contains
solid particles which cannot be passed by gases and not the entire volume of the soil is
available for diffusion. With formula 3 diffusion coefficients in soil can be determined
[29, 30].

3
1

D5 [m 2*s- ] is the diffusion coefficient in soil, Dw [m 2*s-1 ] is the diffusion coefficient in
water, 1: (-) is a turtuosity factor, which is usually about 11...J2 ~ 0.7 [22]. Diffusion
through soil takes a longer pathway than diffusion through water. Gases cannot diffuse
in a straight line in soil, because of obstructing particles. The turtuosity factor corrects
for this. e [-] is the volumetric moisture content. It depends on soil type, climate and
management.
If gas dissolved in water is in contact with air, one needs to know how the
equilibrium is between dissolved gas and the partial pressure of the gas in the gas
phase. The solubility of gases can be calculated in several ways.
It is possible to calculate it with Henry's law, as shown in formula 4 [28].
X=

P /H

[-]

4

X [-] is the mole fraction of gas in water, P [Pa] is the partial pressure of solute gas and
H [Pa] is Henry's law constant given in table 3 for different gases. In general more
apolar gases have larger Henry's law constants.
Table 3:
Source
31

Henry's law constant for different gases at 289 K.
SF 6 (Pa)
C02 (Pa)
CH 4 (Pa)
He (Pa)
17.1
*1
0::1
4.18*10::1
?
?

C2H4 (Pa)
?

However sometimes it is easier to work with the same concentration units in water and
in gas phase. No Henry's law constant value is given for SF6 .
Very often not Henry's law constants but Ostwald constants are available. The
1
1
solubility X [mol*mor ] can be changed into the Ostwald coefficient L [ml*mr ] of gases
in water a relationship exists given in equation 5.
L

5

= X * (R * T * P) I (p * Mw)
2

R [J*mor 1*K-1] is the gas constant, T [K] is the temperature, P [N*m ] is the pressure,
3
Mw [g*mor 1] is the molecular weight of the solvent and p [g*m- ] is the density of the
solvent. No Ostwald coefficient for SF6 could be found either.
The CRC handbook of chemistry and physics [28] also gives the fractional
1
solubility of gases in water. At 298.15 K for SF6 X = 2.552*1 o-s [mol*mor ] in the water
phase when it is in contact with 1 atm pure SF6 . These concentrations are equal to 44,6
mol*m -3 in the gas phase in equilibrium with 1.417 mol*m -3 in the water phase, or
0.0318 mol*m-3 in the water phase at 1 mol*m-3 in the gas phase.
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Diffusion of gases through media can be expressed as the amount of matter
through a surface in a time interval. This is a flux. The flux of gases can be calculated
with Fick's law given in formula 6 [27].

J

= -0 5 * (dc/dz)

0 5 [m 2*s- 1] is the diffusion coefficient in water, dc/dz is the gradient of the gas
concentration c [mol*m-3] in the soil with depth z [m].
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3.3

CALCULATIONS ON DIFFUSION THROUGH A SOIL COLUMN

In order to get more insight in the process of transport of gases through rice,
calculations were made. First an analytical solution was tried. When this did not work, a
numerical solution was obtained using computer simulations.
For the simulation Fortran Simulation Translator is used. FST is a programming
language derived from Fortran. (FST is frequently used at the department for
Theoretical Production Ecology of the Wageningen Agricultural University).
When a model is being developed one has to make assumptions to simplify the
system. It is often possible to introduce more details of the system in the model.
However this takes time and sometimes the improvements in results are very small. At
every extension one has to weigh whether it will improve the model.
Here, step by step the diffusion model is improved by changing and adding
equations. The most important changes deal with the way of describing the diffusion of
gas to and through the roots to the atmosphere. Three stages, called model 1alb,
model 2 and model 3 will be discussed. But first an expression for the root length
density in the soil will be derived. This is necessary for the models.
3.3.1

ROOT LENGTH DENSITY

Peter van Bodegom determined the root distribution for 40 days old rice plants
(pers. comm. van Bodegom). Table 4 shows the fraction of roots in soil layers of 40
days old rice plants on which the root distribution was based. The reason why a root
distribution of plants of this specific age was determined, was that at that point
ebullition stops and we can assume that all gas has been diffused into the roots when
the gas front reaches the soil-air interface. Then we can assume that gas leaves the
soil only via plant-mediated diffusion and not via ebullition or just diffusion to the
atmosphere.
Root distribution of 40-days rice plants.
Table 4:
fraction of total root mass (%)
depth in soil (m)
35.5
0
-0.05
28.0
0.05-0.10
22.6
0.10-0.15
14.1
0.15- 0.20
Fitting the data of the root mass density leads to formula 7 and 8 for the fraction
of total root mass in the soil layer.
dX/dz = 8.007 * exp(-5.1 * (0.20 - z))

7

a

X

=f 8.007 * exp(5.1

[-]

* (0.20 - z))dz

8

b

- .

X[-] is the fraction of the total root mass present in a soil layer and z [m] is the diffused
distance from the injection spot at the bottom of the core.
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This root distribution has a big disadvantage: it can only be used for forty days
old plants. Of course this can hardly be realised in experiments. But our aim was to
compare calculations with experiments! For this reason literature has been screened
on data about root distribution of rice plants. Unfortunately the information given by
different authors on this point differs. It is hard to decide which one is the best.
Sometimes it is even wrong to compare them because the circumstances in which the
plants were grown were different. Peter van Bodegom fitted four root distributions and
determined the average (pers. comm. van Bodegom). The result is shown in formula 9
to 11. For formula 9 he made use of data given by Kang et al. [32], Teo et al. [33],
Beyrouty et al. [34] and Slaton et al. [35]. For the formula 10 and 11 he made use of
articles by Teo et al. [33], Beyrouty et al. [34], Slaton et al. [35] and Drenth et al. [36].
RLR

= (-0.00401*AGE + 0.671)exp((-5.24 + 0.0459*AGE)*R)

[-]

9

RLR is the relative root length density distribution at a certain moment as a function of
depth in the soil. Young plants have roots only near the surface. Later roots are more
homogeneously divided in a soil column that reaches about 20 em deep. R [-] is the
relative depth in the soil compared to the deepest parts where roots can be found. In
the model the function RLR(R) is converted to the relative root length density
distribution in a certain soil layer: RLR(1 :N). The soil layers are numbered 1 to N. AGE
[days] is the time after the plant has been transplanted.
RLT

= 1/(1+32.49*EXP(-0.09029*AGE) For AGEs 74

[-]

10

RL T

= EXP(-0.01397*(AGE -71.23)

For AGE> 74

[-]

11

RL T [-] is a relative root length density as a function of time. RL T gives the relative
change in total amount of roots per rice plant. At 74 days after transplanting the
maximum amount of roots has been reached. After that point degeneration is faster
than growth, so RLT changes. In fact RL T should have been one function, and not split
into two, because now there is a discontinuity, which is not very realistic, but the
functions shown were easier to fit. The combination of RLT and RLR gives a root
distribution at different soil layers as a function of time.
In figure 2a and 2b several properties of the second root distribution have been
plotted. The soil layers are numbered from bottom to the soil surface. In these
calculations ten soil layers were introduced. This is a compromise between simplicity
and accuracy. In all coming calculations this will be done too. The absolute root length
is first zero in all layers, then the plant starts to grow and the root length in the most
upper layers increases. Later roots reach the lower layers.
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When modelling diffusion through plants at a certain point absolute values are
necessary for the root length densities. Therefore we mention that Kang et al. [32]
found 33*10 3 m*m-2 , Teo et al. [33] found 132*103 m*m-2 , Beyrouty et al. [34] found
2
15*103 m*m-2 and Slaton et al. [35] found 20*103 m*m- for the maximum root length
per area when rice plants had the same spacing as in our coming experiment. The
second value is unreliable, because the plants were grown in a very small core. The
3
2
average, neglecting the unreliable second value, is 22.7*10 m*m- . Formula 11 and 12
show how absolute root length densities can be obtained from relative root length
densities.
RRLD

= RLT* RLR

RLD

= RRLD * MRL I SLAYER

[-]

13
14

RRLD [-] is the relative root length density, RLD [m*m- 3] is the absolute root length
density, MRL [m*m-2 ] is the maximum root length per area and SLAYER [m] is the
thickness of the soil layer. The resulting absolute root length densities in the soil layers
are shown in figure 3.
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In figure 4 the fitted equations for the two root length densities in a soil column
with forty days old plants are compared. It can be seen that these two differ
significantly. The second one is probably more reliable! because it is an average of
more data. Only in model 1A the first root length distribution will be used. All other
models the second root distribution.
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3.3.2

EMPIRICAL DESCRIPTION OF GAS TRANSPORT INTO ROOTS

In the coming paragraphs models will be described. The first, which is described
here is called 1a and is shown in appendix 1.
For numerical solutions it is necessary to divide the soil in layers. This
introduces an error, because in a real soil column containing roots there are no layers.
But if one uses many layers this error can be reduced.
The diffusion rate of gases in water is about 10,000 times lower than in gas
phase [9] (see table 1 and 2). Diffusion rates in water-saturated soil are even slower
than in pure water. Because the aerenchyma system is spread from roots to leaves,
facilitating transport through the gas phase in the plant, the diffusion in rice plants is
rather fast compared to diffusion in soil. Therefore in model 1 the diffusion of gases in
the plant is neglected. The sink of gas that diffuses through the plant to the headspace
in each layer is assumed to be a constant fraction of incoming flow. This value of this
fraction should be varied to fit to the model to the measurements. Figure 5 shows a
simplified schematic overview of model 1.
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Schematic overview of model 1

For computation of diffusion of gases into roots one needs to know how the
roots are distributed in the soil. In model 1a the first root distribution of paragraph 3.3.1
is used. It was stated that_ when rice plants are forty days old ebullition stops and
almost all gas diffuses to the atmosphere via the plant. If we assume that almost all gas
is diffused into the roots when the gas reaches the soil-air interface, the fraction of the
flow diffusing into the roots, called ITER, can be varied to fit this condition. We can only
use the model for forty days old rice plants.
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A big disadvantage of the used root distribution in model 1a is that it is only valid
for forty days old plants. In model 1b, shown in appendix 2, the second root distribution
given in paragraph 3.3.1 was used. In this distribution, attention has been paid to the
age of the rice plant in respect to their root distribution.
In model 1a no growth of roots during the experiment is possible. In model 1b
growth of roots during the experiment can be incorporated, because the computation of
the root distribution can take place in the dynamic part of the model. This makes the
computation time longer. In later versions this was carried out, because the model
should also be valid for diffusion of gases with low diffusion coefficients.
The relative root length density only gives the change in the fraction of roots as
a function of soil layer depth. Via iteration of a factor ITER the part of the total gas that
comes out via the soil and not via the plant can be influenced. The factor ITER should
be validated with measurements. However this is not ideal because the measurements
should be used to determine whether the model is correct and determining ITER makes
this impossible.
The part of the total gas that appears in the headspace by diffusion through only
soil can be changed to fit the condition that almost no gas should come in the
atmosphere by diffusion through the entire soil column. All the same the choice of this
percentage is rather arbitrarily, but it has great effects on the results. This is a big
disadvantage of using an iteration value that will have to be overcome by improvement
of the model.
So using an iteration parameter has two disadvantages. First of all the choice of
the percentage of gas that comes out of the soil and not out of the plant is rather
arbitrary. Secondly the model has to be calibrated instead of validated. This makes the
results of the calculation less valuable. In model 2 the iteration factor will be replaced
by diffusion to the plant that depends on the distance to the roots.
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3.3.3

MECHANISTIC DESCRIPTION OF GAS TRANSPORT INTO ROOTS

In this version the fraction of gas that diffuses into the roots from the total
amount of gas that is present is not set equal at every depth as done in model 1. Here
diffusion into roots is described mechanistically. It is determined by the average
diffusion distance towards the roots. This depends on the root length density. In this
way the iteration factor is described in a physical way. Model 2 is shown in appendix 3.
Figure 6 shows a simplified schematic overview of model 2.
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The root length density function can be used to calculate an average distance of
diffusion to the roots. Rappoldt mentions equation 15,. which is derived by Ogstron to
calculate the distance distribution from the root length per unit soil volume [31]. It is
based on infinite lines with a random position and orientation.
Pr(distance<x)

[-]

15

Pr(distance<x) [-] is the chance that distance between the roots is smaller than x, L
[m*m- 3] is the root length density and x [m] is the distance between the roots. Equation
15 can rewritten into formula 16, which gives the average distance between roots. Pr is
set 0.5 to obtain the average distance.
X

= -v'( -ln(0.5) I II*L)

[m]

20

16

L

For diffusion into the roots molecules need to pass half of this distance on
average. The root length density formulas can be incorporated in formula 16. When the
distance is known, the flow can be calculated using Fick's law. In figure 7 the average
distance to the roots is given.
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In model 2 the roots are assumed to have an equal uptake of gas on the entire
surface. There is no extra resistance for diffusion in the plant.
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3.3.4

DIFFUSION THROUGH THE SOIL AND THE PLANT

In this version of the model both diffusion towards the roots and diffusion in the
plant are taken into account. The same root length density function is used as in model
1b and in model 2. In figure 8 a schematic overview of model 3 is given. Diffusion
through the soil was described in the previous paragraph. Here we will focus on the
description of diffusion through the plant. Model 3 is shown in appendix 4.
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Diffusion through the plant can be divided in several steps, as shown in figure 8. First
the gas has to diffuse into the roots. There it needs to pass a membrane. Then it
diffuses through the aerenchyma of the roots. At the root-shoot interface it also has to
pass several cells. After this barrier the gas molecules diffuse through the aerenchyma
of the shoots [37]. From the shoots molecules diffuse into the atmosphere by passing
the stomata. So there are five stages: diffusion into roots, in roots, through the rootshoot barrier, in shoots and through the stomata. Butterbach-Bahl also mentions these
diffusion resistances [38].
The barrier of the cell layer to enter the roots can be neglected [39]. The rootshoot barrier, which is also a layer of cells, causes a strong reduction in flow rates and
is therefore a relatively important factor in gas exchange between roots and shoots [38]
and can not be neglected.
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In order to be able to calculate diffusion through the four remaining resistance
barriers, it is necessary to know of each the pathlength of transport, the area over
which transport takes place and the diffusion coefficient of the gas of interest through
the barrier. Some can be found in literature and others will have to be calculated from
data stated in literature. All will be discussed here.
When the diffusion coefficient in a certain barrier is unknown, but the resistance
is known, it is still possible to determine the flow through it. Formula 17 shows how the
3
flow can be calculated from the resistance R [s*m- ] in a compartment.
Flow

= ~cl R

17

~c [mol*m-3] is the concentration difference and R [s*m-1 is the resistance given by
formula 18.

R
r [s*m-

r

=rIA
1
]

18

is the resistance given by formula 19.

=II 0
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I [m] is the diffusion distance and 0 [m *s-

1
]

is the diffusion coefficient.

DIFFUSION THROUGH THE ROOTS
The diffusion coefficient in the aerenchyma in the roots is equal to the diffusion
coefficient in the gas phase, because the aerenchy·ma are open gas-containing
channels.
We want to distinguish between diffusion through roots at different depths in the
soil. The total area of the roots through which diffusion can take place will not be the
same in all layers and therefore the resistance will vary.
The average length of the roots can be calculated with information given by
Denier van der Gon. He has measured root lengths of rice plants 65 days after
transplanting [1 0]. He pulled the plants out of the soil and measured the average length
of the roots. For 65 days old plants he measured several values. The average was
0.409 m per root. The used core was 23 em. If we assume that the roots are spread
out over the entire core, then a turtuosity for the roots can be computed, as shown in
formula 20.

= 0.23 I 0.409 = 0.56

[-]
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-c [-] is the turtuosity of the roots. Assume that the average root length in each layer is a
constant, it can easily be calculated with formula 21.
ARL

[m]

=SLAYER I -c

SLAYER [m] is the thickness of a soil layer.

23

21

The number of parallel roots in each layer can be calculated with formula 22. It
is the total length of roots in each layer divided by the average length per root.
NUMR = RLD(1 :N) *AREA* SLAYER I ARL

[-]

22

NUMR [-] is the number of roots in each soil layer, RLD(1 :N) [m*m-3] is the root length
2
density and AREA [m ] is the area of the plant containing core.
The total area of all aerenchyma in the roots can be calculated from the number
of roots and the area of the aerenchyma per root, which is the area per root times the
porosity of the roots. It is possible to derive the aerenchyma surface per root from data
given in literature. The average mass per root length is 0.0033- 0.01 g*m-1 measured
1
by Kang et al. [34], 0.017 g*m- measured by Teo et al. [39], 0.071 g*m-1 measured by
1
Drenth et al. [36] and 0.10 g*m- measured by Tanaka et al. [40] for all roots and 0.003
1
1
g*m- measured by Yoshida [41], and 0.001 - 0.006 ~*m- measured by Drenth et al.
[36] for lateral roots. Using a bulk density of 1.0 g*cm- leads to radii varying from 0.02
mm to 0.18 mm. In this calculation the average value of 0.15 mm will be used for all
roots. So the average surface of the cross-section of roots is 7.07*10-2 mm 2 . Kludze
measured a root porosity ranging from 20 o/o to 40 °/o [42]. Butterbach-Bahl mentions
porosities of roots ranging almost all around 25 % [38]. Using an average of 30 °/o, the
total area of the aerenchyma of all roots together can be calculated. This is given in
formula 23.
AREAR(1 :N)

=Il * (0.15 * 1o-3 ) 2 * 0.3 * NUMR(1 :N)
=IT* (0.15 * 10-3 ) 2 * 0.3 * RLD(1 :N) *AREA It

=1.37*10-9 * RLD(1:N)
The results are given in figure 8.
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Figure 9:

Total area of all aerenchyma in soil layers
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100

--AREAR(8)
--AREAR(9)
--AREAR(10) :

DIFFUSION THROUGH THE ROOT-SHOOT BARRIER
The diffusion coefficient in the root-shoot transition is unknown. The molecules
have to pass several cell layers. It is necessary to derive an effective diffusion
coefficient for diffusion through this barrier or a value for the resistance.
Butterbach-Bahl has measured the rate of ethylene diffusion through a plant.
The appearance of gas in a 0.8 liter vessel after diffusion through a whole plant and
through a plant minus the root-shoot barrier was measured. A vessel with 5 vol 0/o
3
ethylene, which is 2.23 mol*m- , was placed under plants. The initial concentration in
3
the headspace was zero, so initially ~c = 2.23 mol*m- . It is possible to derive values
for the resistances of the root-shoot barrier from measurements of Butterbach-Bahl.
1
For the plant a flow of 3.22*10- nmol*s-1 was measured, so Rptant = 6.92*109 s*m-3 . For
1
the plant minus the root-shoot barrier a flow of 7.11*10- mol*s-\ so Rp.ant _root-shoot =
3
3.1 *1 0 9 s*m- . For the plant minus the root-shoot barrier and the shoots a flow of 1.59
3
1
9
nmol*s- was measure~, s~ ~pla_~t _root-shoot_ shoots= 1.40*1 0 ~*m~ . Therefore Rsh .Rplant
- Rplant _root-shoot = 3.82 10 s m . It should be noted that this dtd not concern an Intact
plant, but a plant with cut shoots, so it is not possible to derive a resistance for the
shoots from these data.
For the model the area of one root-shoot aerenchyma transition and The
diffusion distance through the root-shoot barrier are not needed, because it is also
possible to insert a resistance.

=

DIFFUSION THROUGH THE SHOOTS
In the diffusion coefficient in the aerenchyma channels in the shoots is, just like
in the roots, equal to diffusion coefficient in the air.
The area of the aerenchyma channels in the shoots can also be calculated.
Butterbach-Bahl mentioned porosities for the lowest parts of the shoots ranging around
45 °/o (38]. Assume the a diameter of the shoots to be maximally 0.7 mm and the
porosity to be 45 °/o. The number of the shoots increases in the beginning of the life
cycle of rice plants, but is soon stable. From the used plants the number of shoots was
measured. From three different 117 days old plants the number of shoots was 44, 48
and 55 respectively. An average of 50 was used. The number of shoots is assumed to
increase logistically. Formula 24 gives a guessed expression for the number of shoots,
in which 0.072 is a fitted parameter not based on data give in literature but on the
assumption that plants of 30 days have 90% of their total number of shoots. Later this
rough way of handling will be evaluated.
NUMSH

=50- 49*EXP(-AGE * 0.072)

[-]
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The total area of the aerenchyma in the shoots is given by formula 25.
2

AREA = II * (0.5 * 7 * 1o-3) * 0.4 * NUMSH

= 1.54*1 o-5 * NUMSH
The aerenchyma channel system in the leaves is strongly embranched [38].
This lowers the resistance for diffusion. In the leaves diffusion to the atmosphere goes
mainly through the stomata. At the point with most stomata, gas can easily diffuse to
25

I

Ir'

the atmosphere [43]. The length of the shoot depends on the age of the plants. Again a
fit is made by sophisticated guesses given in formula 26. 0.062 is a fitted parameter
based on the assumption that in plants of 30 days the shoot-leaf transition are 90 o/o of
their total number of shoots. Like with the number of shoots later this rough way of
handling will be evaluated.
LENSH

= 0.19- 0.18*EXP(-AGE * 0.062)

[-]
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Formula 27 gives the resistance for the shoots. For old plants one can say that
6
3
Rsh = 2.0*1 0 s*m- .
Rsh

= r I Ast

= (0.19- 0.18*EXP(-AGE * 0.062))
0 9 *(1.54*1 o-5) * (66- 65*EXP(-AGE * 0.072))
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DIFFUSION THROUGH THE STOMATA
For diffusion through leaves no diffusion coefficient through stomata or diffusion
distance is needed. Because diffusion through leaves is studied by others before,
information about it can be found in literature. The resistance in the stomata usually
varies around r = 100 s*m-1 [44].
However an area of the leaf is needed. The leaf area index of rice plants is
2
2
maximally 3 m *m- (pers. comm. Goudriaan). In our system the plant density was 25
2
plants*m-2 , so the leaf area is maximally 0.12 m *planf 1 .
Formula 28 gives the resistance for the stomata. This value is neglectable
compared to the other resistances, which are many orders of magnitude larger.

= r I Ast

= 100 I 0.12

= 833
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Nouchi [43] refers to Seiler, who reported that stomata closing by exposure to darkness
or increased C0 2 in the atmosphere does not significantly affect the methane emission
rate from rice plants. Even when the resistance increases about a factor 50 when
stomata close (pers. comm. Goudriaan) diffusion through the stomata cannot be a
limiting factor.
It is important to calculate the resistances for diffusion through the different
compartments of the system. This can be done by using formula 18 en 19. Most
resistances are shown in table 4. The resistance of the shoots is chosen for 91 days
old plants (which is about the age of the plants used in coming experiments) and hardly
depends on time Some compartments have resistances that depend on time.
Resistances for diffusion towards and in the roots are shown in figure 10 and 11 .
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Table 4:

Resistances R [s*m- ] of some of the compartments in the system
R (s*m-3)
2.79E+08
9.96E+08
9.96E+08
9.96E+08
9.96E+08
9.96E+08
9.96E+08
9.96E+08
9.96E+08
9.96E+08
9.96E+08
5.12E+08
3.80E+09
18225197
388

Filter
Soil(1)
Soil(2)
Soil(3}
Soil(4}
Soil(5)
Soil(6}
Soil(7)
Soil(8}
Soil(9)
Soil(10)
Water
Root-shoot
Shoots
Stomata

1.00E+10
1.00E+09
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Figure 10:

Resistance R [s*m- 3] of diffusion towards the roots in the different layers
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Resistance R [s*m- ] of diffusion through the roots in the different layers

In figure 12 the resistances of the different compartments in the system are shown in a
schematic overview.
Atmosphere
Leaves

Shoots
Root-shoot barrier
Water layer
Soil layers
with
roots

Bottom

Figure 12:

Order of magnitude of resistances R [s*m-] in the system with a 91 days
old rice plant

From figure 12 it follows that it is favourable for gas to diffuse into the plant. Further it is
clear that the largest resistance for diffusion through the plant is within the root-shoot
barrier. The resistance for diffusion to the roots is also relatively large.
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3.4

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UPS

At the bottom of the soil-containing core there is a water-containing bottom
space. Because there is a concentration gradient the gas will diffuse into the soil
column and after some time it will appear in the headspace. In this way the processes
can be quantified and understood.
3.4.1

EXPERIMENTS WITH CHROMATOGRAPHY

Before labelled gas was injected in a water-saturated soil column with a rice
plant in it, some pre-experiments were needed to design the right set-up and to get an
idea of the time scale of the diffusion of gases through the water-saturated soil. In this
experiment the diffusion rate of helium in cores with and without soil has been
measured.

Septum for samples

Headspace

\/Vater layer

Soil
Membrane
Bottomspace
filled with air
Septum for injection

Figure 13:

Schematic drawing of core used in experiment with chromatograph as
detector

Cores like the one shown in figure 13 were used. The cores were made of
stainless steel. At the bottom and the top plastic stoppers with a septum were placed.
At the bottom inside each core there was a ceramic plate that separated a space of
several milliliters from the rest of the core. On that plate a membrane that can only be
crossed by small solved particles was placed to allow only diffusion through the liquid
phase, without having diffusion of gas bubbles.
Three core were used. Two had a thin soil layer on top of the membrane. The
third one did not contain soil. Helium was used instead of methane because it could
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easily be detected with gas chromatography. The diffusion coefficient of helium differs
from methane or carbon dioxide, so the results of this example will not be directly
comparable.
Diffusion processes depend on temperature. Therefore the cores were placed in
a climate room at 303 K. The temperature was slightly higher than in the other
experiments in order to reduce the measuring time of the experiment.
The set-up had to be improved. The used cores were not suitable for adequate
measurements of diffusion of gases through soil because gas leaked away. New gastight cores had to be designed with better fitting septa. A glass core with a water seal
would serve better. Flushing of a gas or air through the headspace would be better
than using a closed headspace, because than there is a higher concentration gradient
between soil and headspace which enhanced the rate of the process. Still then the
amount of gas comes out rather slowly and therefore low amounts per time step occur
in the headspace. For detection of these small amounts of gas more sensitive
measurement methods had to be used. It therefore was necessary to switch to photo
acoustic detection.
3.4.2

EXPERIMENTS WITH PHOTO ACOUSTICS

All used glassware was first by glass blowers from the glass workshop of the
Agricultural University of Wageningen. Later glassblowers from the Catholic University
of Nijmegen made some small alterations.
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Water layer
Soil
Filter
Bottomspace

Figure 14:
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Set-up used in experiments without plant
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Water layer
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Filter
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Figure 15:
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Set-up used in experiments with plant

Figure 14 shows the set-up used in experiments without plant. Figure 15 shows
the set-up used in experiments with plant. The gla$sware on top has two separate
headspaces for gas from soil and from plant. When the headspace is too small the
plant won't fit in. When it is too large the accuracy of the measurements will be low.
The glassware was designed in such a way th~t gas transport from the plant would be
separated from gas transport from the soil. However the extra heads pace was not used
in this study.
The bottom space is a space separated from the soil column on top of it by a
glass filter. Through this so-called P2 type filter only water and gas dissolved in water
can pass, but no gas bubbles. This can also be calculated. Appendix 5 shows how the
minimal gas bubble size can be calculated. A known amount of gas was injected in the
bottom space.
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Filter
Bottom space

0
Figure 16:

Septum for injection

First bottom space used

At first a bottom space connected to the core via a filter was inserted in the core
as shown in figure 16. We wanted to have a bigger. surface, but according to the
glassblower that was not possible. The space next to the bottom space was filled with
white sand, of which the volume does not change that much when it gets wet. The sand
was sealed with glued plastic in order to avoid diffusion of gas to this part of the core.
Unfortunately the separation between the white sand and the rest of the core wasn't
watertight. Using this would cause losses of gas which are hard to incorporate into the
model calculations. Therefore the set-up was altered into the one shown in figure 14
and 15. A filter with a much larger surface was sealed with glue to the walls. The area
of the filter was almost as big as the area of the core and only one dimensional
diffusion will be taken into account.
In order to have a homogeneous gas concentration during the entire experiment
a magnet stirrer was added to the bottom space, as shown in figure 14 and 15. This
was not possible with the bottom space used first. The filter between the bottom space
and the lowest soil part avoided movement of water.
The volume of the spaces of the different compartments must be known for the
model calculations. This was achieved by filling it up with water and measuring the
increase in mass. The volume of the bottom space and the different headspaces were
3
3
determined in this way. The bottom space was 2.388 liter (2.388*10- m ). The volume
of the headspace used in the experiments without a plant in the soil column was 2.054
liter (2.054*1 o-3 m3 ). The volumes of the headspaces used for the experiments with a
3
3
plant in the soil were 1.380 liter (1.380*10- m ) for the plant containing compartment
3
3
and 1.585 liter (1.585*1 o- m ) for the no-plant containing compartment.
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The surface area of the core was A= 0.25 * rr * (0.215)2 = 0.0363 m2 . The core
was 24.3 em high, from filter to top. The filter was 0.8 em thick. The diameter of the
headspace used for the experiments without plant was 17.4 em. The outer diameter of
the headspace used for the experiments with plants was 16.05 em, but the diameter of
the compartment for the plant was 6.0 em. In the models for loss of gas to the
atmosphere in stead of to the headspace corrections have been introduced.
Again temperature ought to be kept constant. Unfortunately this was hard to
realise. There were differences of about 3 K betWeen night and day. The entire
experiment was done in an air-conditioned room of approximately 298K.
A carrier gas was flown into the headspace at 1 l*hou(1 = 2. 78*1 o-7 m3*s-1 . N2 is
not a good carrier gas when determining biological processes, because it influences
bacterial activities [10]. In order to avoid evaporation of water from the water containing
soil column the carrier gas is first led through a water bottle, as shown in figure 17, so
the gas was water saturated. Water can disturb the detection in the laser. Therefore
water was removed from the carrier gas coming out of the headspace before it was
flown into the laser tube. This was done by inserting a CaCI 2 column which attracts
water. A disadvantage of this is that also a small part of the gas of interest will have
been adsorbed to the CaCI 2 .

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

Figure 17:

Bottle to make gas water saturated
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In order to test the set-up, measurements of diffusion of SF6 as an inert tracer
gas through a soil column without plant have been carried out. There were many
questions that needed to be solved by doing these test experiments. Is the total
recovery 100%, in other words is the system gas-tight? Is it possible to inject water
saturated with gas or pure gas in the bottom space or do we need to inject at different
heights in the soil column? Is it possible to measure the small amounts of gas that
come out of soil column? Is the volume of the headspace small enough for accurate
measurements? Or in general: is the designed set-up suitable for our purposes?
There was another reason for doing these test measurements. In order to get
insight in the oxidation at different depths model calculations have been done.
Measurements were necessary to verify or reject these calculations and to be able to
improve the calculations. One first needs to know whether the modelling of the diffusion
of gas through the water saturated soil without plants is correct.
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3.5

EXPERIMENTS

3.5.1

GROWING RICE PLANTS

Rice plants were grown in a growing chamber. The temperature in the growing
chamber varied from 297K to 303K. The optimum temperature for methane production
lies at T = 289K [14]. Per day light was added for 16 hours. Rice seeds are placed in
water for 48 hours to germinate. Then they were planted in a mixture of 10 kg soil from
the Philippines and 190 kg low-organic clay. The soil from the Philippines was added in
order to obtain the comparable bacteria composition as in field experiments in Asia.
Water was added until there was a layer of 5 em on the soil surface. The added clay
contained low amounts of organic compounds in order to reduce the production of
12
CH 4 . The spacing from the walls was 12.5 em and between the plants 20 em. The soil
layer was 15 em. At first two plants were planted at every spot. Later one plant was
taken away at each spot in order to have uniform plant growth.
3.5.2

DETERMINATION OF ROOT DISTRIBUTION IN SOIL

For the model, equations for the distribution of roots in the soil were developed.
However the growth of rice plants strongly depends on environmental factors.
Therefore the root distribution can only be used in a specific situation. The spacing
between plants for example determines roots distribution. A root distribution of the used
plants ought to be measured at the same time that the diffusion of gases is measured.
Another possibility to measure root length density is to determine the amount of
roots in different soil layers. Then no information about root distribution in the horizontal
direction is obtained, but these kind of measurements are much easier.
This last possibility was carried out. A plant in the soil was taken out with a
stainless steel core 20.5 em in diameter. Thi~ root containing soil column of 12 em was
frozen. When the measurements are repeated, the soil column should be 20 em if
possible, to be shore that no root are reflected on the bottom.
Freezing the columns was achieved in two ways. Cylindrical cores of 20 em in
diameter were placed around the plants. Around two plants a cylinder of soil was taken
out of the tray. This was achieved by placing a perspex plate at the bottom of the core
to avoid water to leak out of it, taking the cores with plants out of the soil, replacing the
perspex by a foam plate and freezing it. The remaining plants were frozen in while they
were still in the tray. The idea was to cut the plant from the rest of the ice block after
freezing, but this was never carried out.
The frozen column was sawed in 4 horizontal layers of each 3 em. In order to
ease this sawing process, a holder for the core should be designed. One can think of a
piece of wood that holds the same metal core as used before which contains the
column. The roots were washed out of the soil and the root length per soil slice was
determined.
The washed roots soil were not analysed directly. In order to avoid disturbances
by drying, the roots were placed in water and frozen until they were analysed. Wrth a
Comair Root Length Scanner, type HDH, the root-length per soil layer was measured.
The root samples were equally distributed on a round glass plate with upstanding
edges which contained a small water layer. The round glass plate was turned around
by the machine and a light beam that shines through the plate scanned the entire
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surface. The light was detected at the other side of the plate. When a root passes the
beam, no light is detected. The machine measured the interruptions of the beam and
converted this information via a certain formula to total root length. Calibration was
done by someone else before the measurements started. The measurements have
been done twice. Before the second measurement, the roots were distributed on the
plate again.
The value of the factor e of the used soil has been determined experimentally in
duplicate. This was achieved by taking a known volume of water saturated soil and
determining the weight of all water present in this sample. All water was vaporised in an
oven. The results of the measurements and calculations are e = 0.590 for the first and
e = 0.548 for the second measurement. In the model the average of e = 0.57 is used.
This value seems reasonable compared with e = 0.542 measured by Rothfuss and
Conrad [25].
3.5.3

EXPERIMENTS WITH CHROMATOGRAPHY

These experiments were meant as a test. The set-up was changed after these
measurements. For example, the cores used were different from the cores of the
experiments with lasers.
The cores were tested on gas-tightness. Therefore He was injected in the
bottom space under in the cores that contained just soil with a very thin water layer on
top of it. After some time the He concentration in the space on top of the water layer
was measured with gas-chromatography.
In each of the three cores A, 8 and C, in the bottom space 1 ml of pure He was
injected. The concentration of He in the headspace was measured in time by gas
chromatography. A chromopack CP9001 chromatograph with a molsieve column at
293 K was used. A calibration curve of different amounts of helium was determined in
order to be able to calculate He concentrations in the cores.
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3.5.4

EXPERIMENTS WITH PHOTO ACOUSTICS

Choosing a proper tracer gas was hard. The gas should have a diffusion
coefficient not too low for measuring diffusion through a soil layer in several days. It
should have an absorption spectrum not overlapping with other gases and therefore it
should not be an atomic gas. It should be inert in the used system and it should not
affect bacteria and plant.
Gases like methane diffuse fast, which is an advantage when oxidation is going
to be measured in the future. Methyl chloride is fast, but it is an inhibitor of methane
oxidation. Vinyl chloride is degraded by bacteria in the soil. Ammonia sticks to the
glass, leading to a bad time resolution.
Ethane seemed be a good alternative. Ethane oxidation in soil was checked by
incubation experiments. In bottles with soil slurry ethane was injected in the
headspace. Ethane and methane concentrations were measured in time. In order to
avoid methane production disturbing the measurements the inhibitor Bres was added
(bromo ethane sufloxide). Ethane oxidation turned out to be rather slow. On the other
hand incubation of both methane and ethane gave lower methane oxidation than with
methane alone. Ethane seems to inhibit methane oxidation, so it is not a good
alternative either.
Ethylene was also considered. Its diffusion coefficient is high enough. Because
1
of the high absorption coefficient of 300-500 atm- 1*cm- , ifs detection limit in the C0 2
laser is 0.006 ppb, which is excellent. Unfortunately ethylene is a plant hormone, which
causes senescence.
SF 6 was proposed to be used as inert gas, although measuring SF6 diffusion
cost much time, since its diffusion coefficient is rather low. The exact value for the
diffusion coefficient of SF6 is not yet known [21]. In paragraph 3.2 guesses have been
made. The maximum of the absorption spectrum determined with photo acoustic
detection does not overlap with any other gas. The absorption coefficient is 25-30 atm1
*cm- 1. SF6 can be measured with a C02-Iaser.
Since the diffusion coefficient of SF6 is unknown it has been determined by Tim
Groot from Nijmegen. He injected a bubble of SF6 gas under a filter. On top of the filter
there was a water layer. On top of the water N2 was flushed through the a headspace.
Because the bubble contains 100% SF6 a constant flow came out in the headspace
and a more or less constant signal was measured in the laser detector until the bubble
was gone. This signal was 17 ppb. Calculations, equations shown in appendix 6,
2
11
1
revealed that the diffusion coefficient of SF6 is about 1.7*10- m *s- , which was far too
low for carrying out the experiments in the time available. The measurements were not
ideal. The calculated diffusion coefficient mentioned before in paragraph 3.2 give a
more realistic value.
In the first two experiments ethylene was used. In all the other experiments SF6
was chosen because it turned out that measuring it did not take too much time.
In all the experiments both SF6 and ethylene were measured. First because
ethylene was added. When ethylene turned out not to be the perfect tracer gas it was
still measured to check whether ethylene interferes with SF6 .
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4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1

DETERMINATION OF ROOT DISTRIBUTION IN SOIL

Table 5:
0-3 em
3-6 em
6-9 em
9- 12 em

Results of measurement of root-length distribution in soil with rice plant
Average root length: RLav [m]
Relative error: ~RL I RLav [-]
187.2
0.005
158.0
0.041
105.7
0.056
0.094
64.8

In table 5 the results of the measurements of the root distribution are given. As
can be seen, the root length is as expected lower for deeper soil layers. The relative
error in table 5 is the difference between the duplicate measurements divided by the
average. These errors are acceptable.
Table 6:

0-3 em
3-6 em
6-9 em
9- 12 em

Comparison of relative root length
paragraph 3.3.1
Relative root length measured
0.363
0.306
0.205
0.124

measured and the distribution given in
Relative root length literature
0.361
0.274
0.207
0.157

In table 6 the measured relative root lengths are compared with the fit based on data
given in literature. The difference is relatively small. The measured profile is slightly
steeper. This might be explained by the difference in climate. Plants grow better in
Philippines, China or Indonesia than in temperature rooms. The 90 days old plants were
therefore possibly not comparable with 90 days old plants in the fields. This idea is
supported when comparing the absolute amount of roots per area soil from the
experiment with literature. The average maximum, mentioned before, of three literature
values was 22.7*10 3 m*m-2 . Measured was 16*103 m*m-2 . It does not differ much from
literature, but it is slightly lower. This may be partly a result of the age of the plants. After
74 days the root length starts to decrease.
It is not possible to compare the experiments with the first root length distribution
in paragraph 3.3.1, because that model could only be used by 40 days old plants.
Table 7:
0-3 em
3-6 em
6-9 em
9- 12 em

Dry mass of roots
Mass [g]
0.993
0.773
0.252
0.427

Table 7 gives the root masses at different depths. These values are not really
needed, but measuring it was too easy to neglect them.
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4.2

EXPERIMENTS WITH CHROMATOGRAPHY

The result of this experiment was that all cores turned out to be more or less
leaky. Diffusion of He through the ceramic plate and the membrane takes time. In the
first core most He had diffused into the headspace between 24 to 48 hours after
injecting. The second core was too leaky to measure He at all. In the third core, which
contained no soil, at 20 min after the injection most He was found in the headspace and
after 60 min almost all of it had disappeared, because of the leaking septum.
The diffusion coefficient of He in soil can be calculated from the diffusion
1
coefficient in water Dw = 5.15*1 0-a m2 *s- . The diffusion coefficient of He in soil is 0 5 =
1
8
2
3.61*10- m *s- . With the model a calculation for diffusion time can be made. Using
model 1a with no roots in resulted in 90% of the final He concentration at 34.7 hours.
According to these experiments it is not necessary to reject this result.
After these experiments it was clear that another set-up had to be designed
because of leakiness.
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4.3

EXPERIMENTS WITH PHOTO ACOUSTICS

In the coming experiments photo acoustics were used to measure gases and not
as an object of study on its own. Therefore little attention is paid to the technical
background of the measurement, but more to the practical realisation.
4.3.1

FIRST EXPERIMENT WITHOUT PLANT

In this first experiment diffusion of ethylene through column with 2.3 em water
saturated soil and 1.7 em water on top of the soil was measured. 2.95 ml of pure
ethylene was injected in the bottom space. For this experiment a C02 laser was used.
1
N2 was flown at 1 liter*hou( through the headspace.
Because diffusion is a rather slow process the soil layer used was not as big as
used in the later experiments with a plant in the soil. Otherwise the experiments would
take too long. After all, when the soil contains roots, not all gas will have to pass the
whole column before entering the headspace. The water layer also had to be thin
because we were mainly interested in diffusion though soil and not through water.
Unfortunately the water in the bottom space contained air bubbles at the
beginning of the experiment: it was already over-saturated with air. Therefore the real
ethylene concentration in the bottom space was unknown: it is not right to assume that it
was saturated with ethylene with a partial pressure of one atm! It was also hard to tell
when all ethylene had been dissolved, because air and ethylene bubbles look the same.
Another problem was that the inlet pressure built up by a pump that flowed with
one liter per hour was too high for the outflow into the laser: the overshoot of N2 gas
came out of the bottom space via the water seal. This resulted in a loss of ethylene
measured in the laser, which made the results worthless.
A third problem was reduction of ethylene by micro organisms. How much of the
ethylene was consumed was unknown and unfortunately at that it time was impossible
to measure ethylene and C0 2 at the same time.
Finally, it was observed that the water level in the core slightly decreased during
the experiment.
4.3.2

SECOND EXPERIMENT WITHOUT PLANT

A second experiment without plant was necessary to improve the set-up. In this
experiment diffusion of ethylene through a column with 2.1 em water saturated soil and
1.5 em water on top of the soil was measured. 6 ml of pure ethylene was injected in the
bottom space. The measurements were started by flushing the headspace with 5
liter*hou( 1 N2 for a while in order to get rid of air.
The problem of air bubbles in the bottom space was overcome by starting with
boiling water. It contained no gas and by adding the soil fast enough almost no air
diffused into it before the measurement is started. This method turned out to work. In all
later experiments the water in the bottom space was boiled.
The problem of bubbles of gas coming out of the headspace via the water seal
was overcome by letting the overdose of N2 flow into the air before N2 came into the
headspace. Figure 18 shows how this works.
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Extra opening before gas enters the headspace in order to overcome
overpressure

The disadvantage of getting air from outside in the core via the outlet for the overdose of
N2 was reduced by placing a tube of 2.44 m long at the outflow of N2 . Air will hardly be
1
able to diffuse into the headspace when gas is flown at 5 liter*hou( through a tube with
a small diameter. To know exactly the flow through the laser, a flow meter and a pump
were placed after the laser. It was not possible to put it before the laser because the
pump pollutes the gas with organic compounds.
The problem of ethylene production was overcome by adding 0. 7 ml chloroform
to the soil and stirring it for a while. Chloroform kills all bacteria and ethylene reduction
stops. This method cannot be carried out when ethylene is added as a tracer to a plant
in soil when oxidation has to be determined. Therefore ethylene is not the right gas to be
used as a tracer, but it is possible to use it to check the set-up.
The problem of the lowering water level was solved by saturating the gas that
comes in the core with water. This was done by leading the gas through a water vessel
as shown in figure 17. Unfortunately water cannot be flushed in the cavity of the photo
acoustic detector. Therefore water was taken away in a water scrubber by hydrating
CaCI 2 in a loop. In all later experiments ,except for the last experiment with plant, this
was used. In the last experiment water was taken away in another way.
After two days of measuring it turned out that the absorption at more than one
wavelength was high, which is usually the case when another absorbing gas is
interfering. This could be C02 or chloroform. To check whether it could be chloroform
0.4 ml of pure chloroform was added to the top of the water layer in the headspace, but
no extra absorption was noticed. To check whether it could be C0 2 or other interfering
atmospheric gases a cooling trap and a water scrubber was inserted between the
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headspace and the laser. No differences were noticed, so it seems that the effect of
high absorption at both wavelengths is not caused by any interfering molecules. In a
cooling trap substances with a low condensation point are condensed in a loop hanging
in a Dewer containing liquid nitrogen.
The maximum concentration was reached after several hours, which is much
sooner than in the first experiment. To check whether what was measured was really
ethylene, 1 ml of pure ethylene gas was injected in the bottom space. The result was
that indeed ethylene had been measured and that the first experiment was probably
wrong. This is not strange because several things went wrong during the first
experiment.
4.3.3

THIRD EXPERIMENT WITHOUT PLANT

The third experiment was done to obtain results that can be used to compare the
experiment with model calculations. In this experiment diffusion of 1 ml of pure SF6
through column with 2.55 em water saturated soil and 1.1 em water on top of the soil
was measured.
In figure 19 the resulting plot is shown. As can be seen the experiment was not
finished, but there was no time to continue and the most important part of the curve had
already been measured.
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Diffusion of SF6 through soil without plant

In the second experiment there were some problems which might be caused by
biological activities concerning ethylene. Therefore SF6 was used in this experiment.
Only SF6 was injected, but both ethylene and SF6 were detected in order to find out
whether ethylene was produced in the system. This gave some remarkable results. The
ethylene signal increased similarly to the SF6 signal. This might be caused by crosssection of the signals. It does not seem reasonable that ethylene was produced in such
large amounts.
Halfway the experiment the water level in the core seemed to be decreasing.
This was probably caused by evaporation into the N2 in the headspace that contained
no water when it came in. When a plant is present in the core evaporation will be even
faster because of the larger surface. Therefore, from that moment on, the gas through
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the headspace was continuously water saturated. This was achieved by using a water
basin shown as in figure 17.
In order to avoid water from getting in laser cavity, a water trap was placed
between the core and the laser. The used CaCI 2 water trap had a disadvantage. After
some time it got saturated with water. Not only uptake of water stopped at that moment,
but also the resistance of the compartment for the gas flow increased. A water
exchange tube, also called a nafion tube, can be used continuously. Then the water
containing gas is flown through a tube that is permeable to water. This tube is
surrounded by another tube in which N2 is flown in the direction opposite to the flow
direction of the water-containing gas that goes the laser. This is optimal for exchange of
water. To avoid the nation tube of getting stuck with water droplets, a small vessel is
placed before it. There most water condenses. In all later experiments a nation tube was
used.
Several times during the measurements things had to be adjusted. By doing this
sometimes air got into the headspace, which caused a temporarily disruption of the
measurements. For example at the end of the experiment the needle in the water basin
used for saturating the N2 with water was obstructed. The needle was replaced. Twice
during the experiments the water in the water basin had to be refilled. This caused
temporary fluctuations in the measurements.
An unreliable parameter in the model is the diffusion coefficient of SF6 in water.
In all the versions of the model there was a filter between the bottom and the soil. This
filter had pores which slowed down diffusion. The diffusion coefficient in this filter was
not equal to the diffusion coefficient in water. Just like the diffusion coefficient in soil, it
can be thought that the diffusion coefficient is lowered by a factor theta and tau. These
are unknown for the filter.
So in modelling the experiments there were two unknown factors: the diffusion
coefficient through the filter and in water. In a second experiment the water layer
thickness should be different. Then the flow through the system would be different, but
the diffusion coefficient in water and the resistance of the filter would have the same
value and it should be possible to determine them. If two good measurements of
diffusion of SF6 through soil without a plant would be available, both the diffusion
coefficient in water and in the filter would be derived. This third experiment without plant
is considered to be the first good one. In the next paragraph the method to derive these
two diffusion coefficients and the second needed experiment will be discussed.
4.3.4

FOURTH EXPERIMENT WITHOUT PLANT

Another experiment with soil, but without soil was done in order to obtain a
second set of data that can be used to compare model and measurements. In this
experiment diffusion of 2 ml of pure SF6 through a column with 1.09 em water saturated
soil and 0.325 em water on top of the soil was measured.
The results are shown in figure 20. The appearance of gas in the headspace was
much faster and the peak concentrations were higher than in the third experiment. This
is because the soil layer was thinner in this fourth experiment.
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Figure 20:

Diffusion of SF6 through soil without plant

In this experiment the decreasing water level was overcome by another solution
than the water vessel, because the water vessel gave some problems. The water level
in the core was connected via tubes with a communicating vessel with a constant water
level as shown in figure 20. The water was pumped through the two beakers in order to
obtain a steady water level, even when water was evaporating. In order to avoid bubbles
in the tube between the water vessel and the core, the water in the vessel was boiled
first to get rid of bubbles and the needle was placed lower in the water layer of the core.

Constant
overstreaming
vessle
with constant
water level

Figure 20:

Core

System of overflowing vessels used to keep water level in core constant
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After several days of measurements the tube leading to the core got stuck with
air bubbles. These might be bubbles in the water vessel next to the core. It is also
possible that the needle had come above the water level in the core.
The temperature was on average 3 K higher than in the lab. This difference is
probably caused by the motor of the stirrer.
In the previous paragraph it was stated that another experiment without plants
had to be carried out to be able to determine the diffusion coefficient of SF6 in water and
to determine the resistance of the filter. This experiment is suitable for this purpose.
First the idea was to use only a thin water layer on top of the filter without soil,
because soil will delay the measurement. There is one big practical problem. In the used
set-up there will be so much convection in the water layer, that the measurements will
be disrupted severely. Therefore a thin layer of soil was still present in the fourth
experiment. This makes the determination of the needed parameters harder. Perhaps it
is better to use agar in the future to be able to determine diffusion coefficients better.
The problem of convection in the water layer will of course also be present when
a soil layer is used. However this will be neglected. If the water is stirred, it can be
assumed that there is no concentration gradient.
Every night the signal is lower than during the days. This might be caused by
temperature fluctuations in the air-controlled laboratory between 293 K and about 297 K.
This problem can be overcome by using a heated and cooled water basin that flushes
water into tubes which are twisted around the core in the set-up.
First the values for the diffusion coefficient in the filter and in water have been
varied in the model to fit the fourth experiment. From the resulting set of values the
combination that also fitted the third experiment was selected. Of course for calculations
of different experiments the model has been run with different values for layer thickness,
injected volumes etc.
The resulting combinations of diffusion coefficients in water and in the filter that
fit the fourth experiment are given in table 8.
Values for diffusion coefficient of SF6 in water and in the filter that fitted
the fourth experiment.
Dw * 1o-~ (mL*s-l) 1.040
1.105
1.065
1.080
1.055
1.130
1.160
0.85
0.80
0.75
Filter
0.95
0.90
0.70
0.658

Table 8:

The combinations of values for the diffusion coefficients in water and in the filter
given in table 8 were tested for the third experiment. The best fit gave a diffusion
coefficient for SF6 in water and in the filter of 1.130*10-9 m2*s-1 and 0.7*10-9 m2*s-1
respectively. The resulting fits for the third and the fourth experiment are shown in figure
21 and 22. Determination of diffusion coefficients in this way is not very precise. Another
good experiment with different soil layer thickness would help to verify whether the
determined values are correct.
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Parameter fit of Ow and FILTER for the third experiment
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Figure 22:
4.3.5

Parameter fit of Ow and Fl LTER for the fourth experiment

EXPERIMENT WITH PLANT

This aim of the experiment was to measure gas transport and to test the set-up.
Therefore SF 6 concentrations were measured with photo acoustics. But the experiment
was also meant to get an idea of how and if oxidation can be measured. For this reason
2 ml 13CH 4 was injected together with 2 ml SF 6 . Gas samples of 2 ml were taken from
the headspace twice every day. With GC-MS it should be possible to measure 13C0 2
and 13CH 4 in the samples if gas concentration of ppb's can be measured with it. This
analysis will be done in the near future.
In the former experiments N2 was used as gas to flow through the headspace.
When measuring oxidation, 0 2 is needed, so air must be used to flow through the
headspace. Filtration of air is necessary to avoid disturbances by C0 2 and H20 and to
increase the precision of measurements. A column filled with _K.OH was used to trap
C0 2 . A nation tube was used to trap water. It is also possible to use a cooling trap, but
then every day the vessel needs to be refilled with liquid N2 , which was not possible in
the weekends.
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The plant was removed from the soil with a core of 20.5 em in diameter.
However the glass core used in the set-up had a diameter of 22 em. Therefore it wasn't
hard to place the plant in the core, but a small open space remained between the
column and the glass core. This was filled with soil by hand. This method needs to be
improved, because when the soil collapsed by gravity some small cracks remained.
These might disrupt the measurement. The soil with roots in it was 16.3 em high. On top
of it there was a water layer of 2.1 em.
The leaves of the 91 days old plant were too long to fit in the headspace.
Therefore the leaves were folded. This causes stress and reduces the leaf area. It is
better to use younger plants or a bigger headspace.
The plant in the set-up was illuminated with light. The light was switched on and
off every. Two 40 W tl-tubes were placed vertically next to the core. Around the core and
the tubes aluminium foil was attached in order to obtain good exposure at all sides of
the plant.
When a rice plant is present in the soil, evaporation of water is that high that
flushing with water saturated gas will not be enough and the water volume in the core
will decrease. Just like in the previous experiment a communicating vessel was used to
overcome this problem.
Ethylene might be produced by the plant and its absorption peak is at a
wavelength rather close to that of SF6 . It therefore might interrupt the measurements.
Therefore ethylene was measured for two hours before the gases were added. From the
beginning the signal of both SF6 and ethylene increase. It is not sure whether ethylene is
really produced, or the laser lines are too close to each other.
The inlet and the outlet were changed in order to avoid taking samples with too
low CH 4 and C0 2 concentrations. Originally the septum for taking samples by hand was
close to the inlet of gas. It is possible that concentrations are therefore slightly lower
than elsewhere in the core.
The glassware on top of the core contained two headspace compartments. It
was built to be able to check whether ebullition and diffusion just through the soil can be
neglected. However the concentration of SF6 was only measured in the plant containing
headspace, because there was no more equipment available. By using switches it
should be possible to measure it with one more pump and more air.
After 23 days the experiment was terminated. There was fungi growth on the
side with no light. So in further comparable experiments there should be lights at all
sides. Another problem that causes plant stress was the size of the headspace. This
was so short that the leaves had to be folded. In order to overcome this problem the
heads pace should be 70 em high in stead of the 50 em of the used one.
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Diffusion of SF6 through soil with plant

Figure 23:

In figure 23 the results of the measurements are given. The shape of the curve is
basically comparable with that of diffusion through soil without a plant. However this soil
layer was much bigger but the experiment did not take proportionally much more time.
This indicates that gas diffuses through the plant.
In figure 24 results of the measurements are given together with the results of
model 2 and model 3, run with those diffusion coefficients for SF6 in water and in the
filter that were calculated in the previous paragraph. It is clear that the resistance in
model 2 is too small. So it is correct to take the resistance in the plant into account.
However model 3 overcompensates the resistance. The total resistance for diffusion
through the soil and plant measured is smaller than calculated.
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Diffusion of SF6 through soil with plant.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In order to find out what can be the cause of the difference between
measurements and calculation, model 3 will be examined. This can be done by carrying
out sensitivity analysis. In this analysis a parameter of the model is varied independently
over an order of magnitude in order to see what it is the effect on the results.
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In the calculation for diffusion through soil without plant there was only a small
difference between model and experiment. Therefore it is useful to check the sensitivity
of new elements in the last model: diffusion to the roots, diffusion in the roots, diffusion
through the root-shoot barrier, diffusion in the shoots or diffusion through the stomata.
Since the resistance of the root-shoot barrier was the largest (see paragraph 3.3.3) in
the plant sensitivity analysis on this parameter seems very useful.
The model has been run with different values for the root-shoot barrier. In figure
2
26 the results are shown. It reveals that a value of 2.0*1 09 m *s-1 for resistance of the
root-shoot barrier gives a calculation that matches very well with the experiment. This
indicates that it is advisable to determine the resistance of the root-shoot barrier
independently in an extra experiment more precisely as will be described in
"Suggestions for further research".
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500

Varying the value of the resistance for diffusion through the root-shoot
barrier (m 2*s- 1 )

The second largest resistance is the diffusion into the roots. The sensitivity of the
model for this value is also checked. Its value is varied by changing the diffusion
distance. This is the only way to vary the resistance of the roots independently. The
results are given in figure 27. It follows that the distance to the roots has a relatively
small effect on the total diffusion as long as it is not increased too much.
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Figure 27:

Analysis of the resistance of diffusion into the roots by varying the
diffusion distance

TEMPORAL EFFECTS IN EMISSION RATES
A striking effect that can be seen from the experimental data is that the signal
peaked upwards every time the light was switched on and downwards at every time it
was switched of. Nouchi also found this effect [43]. Several possible causes exist for this
effect.
Switching on and off the light might have an effect on the machinery of the laser.
This explanation was checked with an experiment. The radiation of light and warmth to
the core was blocked by placing a metal plate between the core and the lamp. This was
done in order to check an effect on machinery. As soon as the plate was placed in
between the temperature decreased to a continuous, lower level and the signal peaked
down, just like when the light was switched off. So it was not an effect of machinery.
Another experiment was done to find out whether the measured effect was
caused by temperature or by light. The temperature was measured with a thermocouple and detected by a detector. When the light was on, the temperature in the core
was 5 K higher than when it was off. To check whether the effect in detected
concentrations was caused by temperature, the core was heated up 5 K higher than
normal level with a heat blower for half an hour. The metal plate was still between the
light and the core, to get a situation in which no light shines on the system. The
temperature increased to the normal level when the light was on. This gave a peak
upwards. So the effect was not caused by light and it must be caused by temperature.
However Nouchi concluded that it was an effect of light [43].
So now we know it was an effect of temperature on the plant-soil system. There
are several ways in which temperature can influence the diffusion through the plant.
Nouchi concluded that it cannot be a physiological response because what he noted
was too fast [43].
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One could think photosynthetic activities increase with temperature or light. This
might cause a higher need to gases like H2 0 and C0 2 and therefore stomata might be
opened. However only big resistances in the system can have influences that are big
enough to obtain the measured curve. As follows from paragraph 3.3.3 the diffusion
through the stomata is not a large resistance. When stomata close, their total resistance
a factor 50. Running the model with switching values for the resistance of the stomata
gave the same results as with a continuous resistance for the stomata.
Temperature can also have an effect on the diffusion process in general:
diffusion coefficients increase with temperature. These differences are small, but the
differences in the measured signal were also small. The effect of changes in the
diffusion coefficient was checked by running the model with an alternating diffusion
coefficient. The changes in the diffusion coefficient of SF6 are unknown, but as a rough
guess an increase of 10°/o with an increase of 5 K has been handled_ (Borchers et al.
give information about the measured changes in diffusion coefficients of other gases
and most of these vary between 5°/o and 15% per 5 K [26]. It is also possible to calculate
this from theoretical equations, which will not be done here.) In figure 28 the results of
these calculations are shown. Differences in the diffusion coefficient cause small
fluctuations in the signal. This can also be seen in the measurements. So an effect of
changes in the diffusion coefficient is probably present, but it cannot explain the
measured peaks.
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Figure 28:

Effect of changing diffusion coefficient

In an attempt to explain the measured temperature effect, the effect of
temperature on the solubility was checked. Lango et al. give information about changes
in solubilities of SF6 in water with temperature [21]. Per K the change in the Ostwald
coefficient is 2.7o/o. So an increase in temperature of 5 K decreases the Ostwald
3
3
coefficient a factor 0.865. So the solubility decreases from 0.0318 mol*m- per mol*m3
3
in the gas phase to 0.0275 mol*m- per mol*m- in the gas phase. The model has been
runned with solubilties that switched between these values every 12 hours, like in the
experiment. The results are given in figure 29. Changes in solubility in the model clearly
had an effect comparable to the measured temperature effect, but it did not give the
measured peaks. In the model quick changes in solubility do not give oversaturation, but
a change in an equilibrium. The model does thus not describe these effects properly. It
is still possible that changes in solubility are the cause of the peaks.
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Figure 29:

Comparison of measurement with model calculation with fluctuating
solubility of SF6 in water.

Perhaps the changes in temperature influence the pressure of gas in the plant
according to the gaslaw. The volume in the plant compartments, namely roots and
shoots, remains constant, so an increase in temperature results in an increase of
pressure. This might cause convection of gases in the plant. Convection is much faster
than diffusion and therefore the gas concentration in the headspace can increase
suddenly. Unfortunately, effects of pressure and convection in the plant are not
incorporated in the model, so this theory cannot be checked with model calculations.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

With photo acoustics it is possible to measure the appearance of gases after
diffusion through soil and plant rather precisely compared to chromatography. It is even
possible to measure fast events like an increase of gas concentration in the sphere
around the plant after switching on and a decrease after switching off the light. The
detection limit is low and time resolution is very good.
Based on test experiments glassware was designed for the measurements with
photo acoustics. Some extra auxiliary units were necessary for good measurements.
For example the water in the bottom space had to be boiled to dissolve the injected gas,
the water in the bottom was stirred to obtain a homogeneous concentration, the water
level in the core had to be kept constant with a siphon and water had to be filtered out of
the gas going into the laser cavity. The final set-up for measuring the transport of gases
through soil and plant worked well.
The model developed for predicting the diffusion of a gas through soil without a
plant worked rather good. The diffusion coefficients for SF6 in water and the filter were
unknown and were estimated to be 1.130*10-9 m2*s-1 and 0.7*10-9 m2*s-\ respectively.
These values are not very reliable. A third good experiment is necessary to verify them.
The parameters used in the model developed for predicting the diffusion of a gas
through the soil with a plant still contain errors. In order to find out whether these are
within the resistance of the roots shoot barrier, some extra experiments are needed.
Switching on and off the light that was illuminating the core had an effect on the
gas concentration in the space around the plant. When switching on the light the
concentration increased temporarily and when switching off, it decreased. This effect
was caused by changes in temperature. Extra experiments are necessary to verify the
reason for this typical temperature influence.
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6

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The results show that the model for diffusion through soil with plant still needs be
improved. As stated in paragraph 3.3, a model is meant to be a simplification of reality.
In order to keep it simple one should not add too much. On the other hand additions to
the model might improve the results. At every addition one should consider whether the
improvements will be better then the loss of simplicity. Now some possible additions to
the model will be discussed. From every suggestion it is considered whether it will
improve the results significantly or make it only more complicated.
In chapter 3 the resistance of the root-shoot barrier was determined. There is a
better way to calculate this from measurements with a separated root-shoot barrier. It
would have been better to cut the shoots and the roots from the barrier, in order to
isolate the resistance of the barrier. The barrier should form a connection between a
vessel with a known concentration of an inert gas and vessel in which the gas
concentration can be measured. These measurements should have to be carried out for
plants of different ages. This results in a time dependent root-resistance function.
Unfortunately no time was available for this experiment. Determining this barrier more
precisely might improve the model significantly because it is the biggest obstacle for
diffusion through the plant.
In model 3 the geometry of several parts of the plant through which diffusion is
possible is introduced. These geometry's change in time, but not all entire changes are
described in the model. For example the diameter of the shoots and the roots will
change in time. On the other hand in paragraph 4.5 it was shown that the effects of
diffusion through roots and shoot are minor to the effects of the root-shoot barrier.
In model 3 diffusion through the plant is described. In the model the roots in
every layer are on"e big compartment. In reality there are as much compartments as
there are roots in each layer. In a one dimensional model such as model 3, this is no
problem, because the gradients to all roots are equal. So it can just as well be described
as one compartment. However if the gradients to the roots depend on the place in the
system, the big root compartment should be divided in smaller ones. This will be a
complicated addition, but it can improve the results a lot, because it will match reality
more closely.
In paragraph 3.5.2 the use of NMR-imaging was proposed to determine a better
root distribution. With this technique it is perhaps possible to derive a more precise
formulation for the root distribution. As can be read in paragraph 3.5.2 it was not
possible to measure this with NMR, but in the near future this might change because
new equipment is being developed.
In paragraph 4.4.1 an effect of temperature on diffusion through system of soil
with a plant was noticed. The effects were bigger than expected based on changes in
diffusion coefficients. Whether this is true can be checked with an extra experiment.
When the diffusion of SF6 through soil without a plant is influenced by temperature in the
same order the effect is caused by changes in diffusion coefficients.
Methane oxidation was not measured. This had two reasons. Development of the
set-up and the model had taken too much time. So there was not much time left to do it
in a separate experiment, but it could be measured at the same time as the diffusion of
SF6 through the soil with plant. However it was technically not yet possible to measure
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13

13

either C0 2 or CH 4 . In the future methane oxidation in soil-water layer and in the
rhizosphere should be determined. As described in paragraph 4.5 it should be possible
to determine oxidation from the sample taken out of the headspace. This remains to be
realised.
When the model is working well it should even be possible to distinguish between
oxidation at several parts of the roots: spatial information about oxidation. It is very
interesting to determine where oxidation takes place. Is there a difference between
oxidation around roots at different depths or between old and new roots? If one knows
13
how much of the added CH 4 appears at which roots and if one knows from which roots
13
13
CH 4 and
C0 2 in the atmosphere came from, oxidation in the
the measured
rhizosphere of roots is known spatially. For simplification only oxidation around roots at
different depths will be taken into account and differences in oxidation in horizontal
direction will be neglected.
In order to calculate methane oxidation with the model one has to be able to
calculate what methane concentrations would be measured if it was not oxidised. This
can be done by adapting the calculations that fitted well with measurements of inert
tracer gases to methane. Unfortunately several physical properties of the tracer gas will
differ from those of methane. One needs to correct for differences in diffusion
coefficients, for differences in injected amounts of gases and for differences in solubility.
From this curve together with the measurements of methane and the carbon dioxide,
oxidation can be calculated.
There are many restrictions to the experiment proposed in this section. Some of
these will be discussed here.
Interpreting the results will be easier when one assumes that oxidation in time is
constant. If the system does not change too much during the measurements this will be
the case. The time between the measurements of oxidation at different times cannot be
too long, otherwise the root distribution of the plant will change too much. This problem
can be overcome by making the root distribution time dependent.
12
13
CH 4 cannot be added at those places where CH 4 is normally produced. For
determination of oxidation this should not be a problem. Although concentrations of the
gases will not be the same as normal, oxidation percentages will be the same. So it
does not really matter whether it can be added where it is normally produced, as long as
one knows where, when and how much gas there is.
13
Oxidation percentages will only be the same if the concentrations of CH 4 are so
low that oxidation percentages are not affected. So the added amount of labelled
methane cannot be too high. Normally concentrations of methane range between 45
and 525 J.tM [24]. Anticipating on the experiments carried out, it can be noted that
5
maximally 2 ml of gas is injected. Using the gas law this turns out to be about 8.2*1 omol. This is dissolved in a bottom space of about 2.4 liter. So the starting concentration
is never higher than 34.4 ~tM and the concentrations in the soil column near the roots
will be much lower, since the gas is spreading out. Therefore it is assumed that the
added amount of gas does not disrupt activities of the micro organisms present in the
soil.
Because normal methane and carbon dioxide production continues during the
13
13
experiments and the C isotope has a natural abundance of 1.11 °/o CH 4 will also be
produced during the described experiments. This problem can be neglected or one can
13
13
13
measure the background noise of CH 4 and C02 before adding CH 4 .
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Unfortunately it is not possible to couple the detected gas concentrations directly
to roots at certain depths. The gas that comes out of the plant at a given moment was
originally taken up by roots from different depths in the soil. The reason is that during
the whole process of diffusion of gas through the system gas was present at all depths,
because diffusion is caused by concentration gradients: if there is a low concentration at
a certain spot, diffusion from another spot with a high concentration will be relatively
fast. Therefore there is gas coming out of the plant from roots at all depths during the
experiment.
A possibility to find out how much gas is released by what roots at a given
moment is to combine model simulations with measurements. If the profile of diffusion of
an inert gas through the soil and roots can be measured and closely be simulated, from
the model one can derive what percentage of the outcoming gas comes from what
roots. In the model one can see what percentage comes from what soil layer.
Suppose that during the experiment oxidation percentages are constant for every
layer, then at every moment the total oxidation measured by anafysing the headspace,
is a function of oxidation in different layers as shown in formula 29. It gives the total
oxidation fraction of methane at a given moment as a result of oxidation fractions at
different soil layers.
N

13

13

= I: C0 2 (n)/ CH4(n)(t) *

13

13

CH4(n)/ CH4(t) [-]

29

n=1

13

13

13

C0 2/ CH 4(t) [-] is the total oxidation fraction at t=t, C0 2 (n)/ 13CH 4(n)(t) [-] is the
13
13
oxidation at layer N at t=t and CH 4(n)/ CH 4(t) is the fraction of the total amount of
13
CH 4 that comes at t=t by diffusion into the roots in soil layer n. The last part at the
right-hand side of the equation can be determined via rerunning the model that fitted
with the data of the tracer as described before. The total oxidation can be measured.
13
13
The first part at the right-hand side, C0 2 (N)/ CH 4(N)(t), consists of N unknown values.
The oxidation fraction in all soil layers at t=t can be determined when oxidation is known.
Then one can obtain N equations with N unknown values, which can be solved.
In all model calculations ebullition has been neglected. Peter van Bodegom is
going to do measurements to verify whether this was correct.
Peter van Bodegom is working on a model for methane production. Coupling
production and oxidation to the transport model can give a model for methane emission,
which is highly valuable.
In the chapter 3 it was stated that using a random root distribution will probably
be wrong to use for determination of methane oxidation. There are always roots so
close to each other that no methane production between these roots is possible.
However still a random distribution for each layer will be used, in order to simplify the
model. When transport of an injected inert gas is concerned, this introduced fautt will not
be a problem, because the amount is constant and no production or oxidation takes
place. When methane production is incorporated in the model it needs to be
reconsidered whether a random root distribution should be used.
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For determination of the root distribution in the soil several methods are
available. A good way to do it is to use Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging. With this
method it is possible to get special information. The total sample of soil with roots of the
plants is placed in the cavity of the magnet. The equipment divides it in grids of for
3
example minimal 3 * 3 * 3 mm . There are several restrictions to using NMR-imaging for
determination of root distributions. The water in the different compartments of the plants
must have properties that differ from the water outside the roots in the soil in order to be
able to distinguish between soil and roots. These can be differences in diffusion
coefficients of the substance that is to be measured or differences in relaxation time
after excitation of the substance in plant and soil. In water saturated soil this is no
problem. Further the cavity ought to be big enough for the pant to fit into it and at the
same time the magnetic field ought to be strong enough. This combination was not yet
available at the time when the data were necessary. Maybe it is in the future.
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APPENDIX 1 MODEL 1A ITERATION OF A SINK
TITLE DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL WITH ROOTS
When gas is injected at the bottom of a soil column, it diffuses through it. If there are roots in the column, part of the gas
will diffuse into these roots. With this model diffusion through the soil and diffusion into the roots can be taken into
account.
In this version no resistance for diffusion into the roots is taken into account. For numerical solution, the soil column is
divided in layers. Diffusion of gas through the soil is supposed to be much slower than diffusion through the roots. All
roots are assumed to have an equal methane uptake effectiveness ratio, which means that per root length from the
present gas a constant part of the flux diffuses into the roots. This is achieved by defining a sink which is a fraction of the
gasflux that comes into each layer. Via iteration the effectiveness of uptake of gas by the roots can be fitted to
experimental data. The sink in each layer is supposed to depend on the flux into each soil layer.
This model is only suitable when rice plants are 40 days old. At that point ebullition is negligible because all gas is
diffused into roots before it enters the surface. ITER can be varied to match this condition. Finally one knows how fast
gas appears in the headspace. (Every time the term gas is used dissolved gas in water is meant except for gas in the
headspace.) When using a flow through system the outflow is given. Changes are assumed to be so slow that what
comes in the headspace will immediately be mixed. Assumed is that in each of the defined soil layers concentrations of
dissolved gas and root distributions are homogeneous.
DECLARATIONS
MAIN VARIABLES
ARRAY S(1:N)
Amount of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY IS(1 :N)
Initial amount of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY CS(1:N)
Concentration of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY FLUX(1 :N+2)
Flux between soil layers
ARRAY FLOWS(1:N)
Netto flow between soil layers

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
[nmol*s-1)

RESOURCE VARIABLES
ARRAY ROOTS(1:N)
Root distribution in soil layers
ARRAY FRAC(1 :N)
Fraction of gas that diffuses into roots
ARRAY NUM(1:N)
Necessary for cumputation root fraction in soil layers
ARRAY RLD(1:N)
Necessary to compare different root distributions

(-]
[-]

H
[m*m-3]

VARIABLES FOR OUTPUT
ARRAY SINK(1:N)
Removed through sinks in roots from each soil layer
ARRAY SSINK(1 :N)
Sum of sink through roots of different soil layers

[nmol*s-1]
[nmol]

INITIAL
VALUES FOR PARAMETERS
ARRAY_SIZE N = 10
Number of soil layers

[-J

INCON IS(1 :N) = 0.
Initial amount gas in all soil layers
INCON IW
= 0.
Initial amount of gas in waterlayer

[nmol]
[nmol]

INITIAL VALUES FOR VARIABLES FOR OUTPUT
INCON ISINK = 0.
Initial sink through roots form each soil layer
INCON ID
=0.
Initial diffusion through soil to headspace
INCON IH
= 0.
Initial amount of gas in headspace

[nmoiJ
[nmol]
[nmol]
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PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
PARAMDW
=1.13E-9
Diffusion coefficient of gas in water
[m2*s-1]
PARAM TAU
= 0.7
Tortuosity factor for water in soil
H
= 0.57
PARAM THETA
Water concentration in soil
[-]
PARAM ALFA
= 0.0318
Volume fraction of gas dissolved in liquid phase
[m3*m-3]
PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION AMOUNT OF GAS IN BOTTOMSPACE
PARAM P
= 1.01325E5
Pressure
[N*m-2]
PARAM R
= 8.3143
[J*moi-1*K-1]
Gas constant
PARAM T
= 298.
Temperature
[K]
VOLI
2.E-6
[m3]
Injected volume of gas

=

SEVERAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
= 2.388E-3
PARAM VOLB
Volume of the bottomspace
PARAM VOLH
= 2.054E-3
Volume of the headspace
PARAM AREA
= 0.0363
Area of the soil column
PARAM SLAYER = 0.0163
Distance between the centres of soil layers
PARAM WLA YER =0.021
Thickness water layer on top of soil

[m3]
[m3]
[m2]
[m]
[m]

PARAMETERS FOR FLOW THROUGH SYSTEM
PARAM CIN
= 0.
Concentration in the inflow
PARAM FLOW
= 2.78E-7
Flow rate through the headspace is 1 l*hour-1

[nmol*m-3]
[m3*s-1]

PARAMETER FOR ROOT DISTRIBUTION
= 0.
PARAM ITER
Flow value necessary for iteration
[-]
After iteration the relative effectiveness per root length is equal.
The root length density is devided in portions for each soil layer.
ITER will be given that value that all gas is diffused into the roots
when the gas front reaches the headspace.
MRL
= 22.7E3
[m*m-2]
Necessary to compare different root distributions
TIMER STATEMENTS
TIMER STTJME = 0.
Starttime
TIMER FINTIM = 1.6E6
End time
TIMER DELT
= 0.004
First guess for time between calculations
This value is low because the first processes are fast.
TIMER PRDEL
= 9000.
Time between printed values

[s]

[s]
(s]

[s]

PRINT STATEMENT AND DEFINITION OF USED FUNCTION
PRINT RLD
PRINT TB, TS, TW, TO, TSSINK, TGAS, OUTPPB, CS
Prints values of variables mentioned
TRANSLATION_GENERAL DRIVER = 'RKDRIV
Choice of numerical method to solve diffential equations
RKDRIV adapts time step to accuracy of calculations
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PRE CALCULATIONS FOR BOTTOMSPACE
IB
= (1.E9* VOLJ * P)/(R * T)
Initial amount of gas in bottomspace

[nmol]

PRE CALCULATlONS FOR SINK
NUM(1 :N)
= REAL( I)
Necessary for cumputation root fraction in soil layers
ROOTS(1)
= (EXP(NUM(1)* 5.1*SLAYER)-1.)/...
(EXP(NUM(N)* 5.1 *SLAYER)-1.); ...
ROOTS(2:N)
= (EXP(NUM(2:N)* 5.1 *SLAYER})/...
(EXP(NUM(N)* 5.1 *SLA YER)-1.)-.. .
(EXP(NUM(1 :N-1 )'*5.1 *SLAYER))/.. .
(EXP(NUM(N)* 5.1 *SLAYER)-1.)
Fraction of roots in each soil layer
This is the integral of a fit of data about root distribution as a
function of depth: X= A*EXP(B*SLAYER*N)
FRAC(1 :N)
= ROOTS(1 :N) * ITER
Fraction of incoming gas flux that diffuses into roots
RLD(1:N)
= ROOTS(1:N)*MRUSLAYER

[-]

[-]

[-]

PRE CALCULATIONS OF DIFFUSIONCOEFFICIENT AND VOLUMES
OS
= DW *TAU* THETA
[m2*s-1]
Diffusion coefficient of gas in soil
DSW
=(SLAYER+ \NLAYER)/(SLAYERIDS + WLAYERIDW)
[m2*s-1]
Diffusion coefficient at soil water interface
VOLS
= AREA * SLAYER
Volume per soil layer
[m3]
VOLW
= AREA * WLA YER
Volume water layer
[m3]
DYNAMIC
FLUXES TO SOIL AND WATER LAYERS, BOTTOM, ROOTS AND HEADSPACE
FLUX(1)
= -OS *(CS(1) -CB)
/(0.5*SLA YER) ;...
FLUX(2:N)
=-OS *(CS(2:N)-CS(1:N-1))/(1.0*SLAYER) ;...
FLUX(N+1)
= -DSW*(CW-CS(N))/(O.S*(SLAYER+WLAYER)) ;...
FLUX(N+2)
=-OW *(CH*ALFA-CW)
/(O.S*WLAYER)
Flux between soil layers
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
NETTO FLOW
SINK(1:N)
= AREA*FLUX(1:N) "FRAC(1:N)
Sink in soil each soil layer
[nmol*s-1]
FLOWS
=AREA*(
- FLUX(1))
FLOWS(1 :N)
= AREA*(FLUX(1 :N)- FLUX(2:N+1))-SINK(1 :N)
FLO\NW
=AREA*(FLUX(N+1)- FLUX(N+2))
FLOWD
= AREA*(FLUX(N+2))
Netto result of what comes in and goes out each layer
[nmol*s-1]
CALCULATIONS OF GAS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE SYSTEM
BOTTOM
TB
= INTGRL(IB,FLOWB)
Total gas in the bottomspace
CB
= TBNOLB
Concentration of gas in bottomspace

[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

SOIL
TS
= ARSUMM(S, 1, N)
Total sum of all soil layers
S
= INTGRL(IS,FLOWS)
Amount of gas in each soil layer
CS(1 :N)
= S(1 :N)NOLS
Concentration of gas in each soil layer

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

WATER
TW
= INTGRL(IW,FLOWW)
Total gas in the water

[nmol]
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CW
=TWNOLW
Concentration of gas in water layer

[nmol*m-3}

PLANT MEDIATED DIFFUSION
SSINK(1 :N)
= INTGRL(ISINK,SINK)
Cumulative of sink through roots in each soil layer
TSSINK
= ARSUMM(SSINK, 1, N)
Total sum of all sinks

[nmol]

DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL TO HEADSPACE
D
= FLOWD
Diffusion into headspace
TO
= INTGRL(ID,D)
Total gas diffused through soil to headspace

[nmol*s-1]

(nmol]

[nmol]

TGAS
= TB + TS + TW + TSSINK +TO
Total gas in system

[nmol]

FINISH
TB + TS + TW < 0.01 * TGAS
Terminates loop if less than 1% is left in soil or bottomspace
CALCULATION OF THE OUTFLOW OF THE HEADSPACE
= FLOWD + ARSUMM(SINK, 1, N) + CIN * FLOW
IN
Gas into headspace via water surface, roots and inflow
OUT
= CH * FLOW
Gas out heads pace to detector
FLOWH
= IN - OUT
Netto result of what comes in and goes out headspace
TH
= INTGRL(IH. FLOWH)
Total gas in headspace
CH
= TH /VOLH
Concentration of gas in the headspace
COUT
= CH
Concentration that comes out of the headspace
OUTPPB
= (COUT * R * T)/P
Concentration that comes out of the headspace
END
STOP
ENDJOB
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[nmol*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]
[nmolm-3]
[PPB]

APPENDIX 2 MODEL 18 ITERATION OF A SINK
TITLE DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL WITH ROOTS
When gas is injected at the bottom of a soil column, it diffuses through it. If there are roots in the column, part of the gas
will diffuse into these roots. With this model diffusion through the soil and diffusion into the roots can be taken into
account.
In this version no resistance for diffusion into the roots is taken into account. For numerical solution, the soil column is
divided in layers. Diffusion of gas through the soil is supposed to be much slower than diffusion through the roots. All
roots are assumed to have an equal methane uptake effectiveness ratio, which means that per root length from the
present gas a constant part of the flux diffuses into the roots. This is achieved by defining a sink which is a fraction of the
gasflux that comes into each layer. Via iteration the effectiveness of uptake of gas by the roots can be fitted to
experimental data. The sink in each layer is supposed to depend on the flux into each soil layer.
This model is only suitable when rice plants are 40 days old. At that point ebullition is negligible because all gas is
diffused into roots before it enters the surface. ITER can be varied to match this condition. Finally one knows how fast
gas appears in the headspace. (Every time the term gas is used dissolved gas in water is meant except for gas in the
headspace.) When using a flow through system the outflow is given. Changes are assumed to be so slow that what
comes in the headspace will immediately be mixed. Assumed is that in each of the defined soil layers concentrations of
dissolved gas and root distributions are homogeneous.
DECLARATIONS
MAIN VARIABLES
ARRAY S(1 :N)
Amount of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY IS(1 :N)
Initial amount of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY CS(1 :N)
Concentration of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY FLUX(1 :N+2)
Flux between soil layers
ARRAY FLOWS(1:N)
Netto flow between soil layers

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]

RESOURCE VARIABLES
ARRAY Z(O:N)
Depth in soil
ARRAY. ROOTS(1:N)
Root distribution in soil layers
ARRAY RLR(1:N)
Root distribution
ARRAY FRAC(1 :N)
Fraction of gas that diffuses into roots
ARRAY NUM(O:N)
Necessary for cumputation root fraction in soil layers

(m]
[-]

[-]

H
[-]

VARIABLES FOR OUTPUT
ARRAY SINK(1:N)
Removed through sinks in roots from each soil layer
ARRAY SSINK(1 :N)
Sum of sink through roots of different soil layers

[nmol*s-1]
[nmol]

INITIAL
VALUES FOR PARAMETERS
ARRAY_SIZE N = 10
Number of soil layers

[-]

=
=

INCON IS(1:N)
0.
Initial amount gas in all soil layers
INCON IW
0.
Initial amount of gas in waterlayer

[nmol]
[nmol]

INITIAL VALUES FOR VARIABLES FOR OUTPUT
INCON !SINK = 0.
Initial sink through roots form each soil layer
=0.
INCON ID
Initial diffusion through soil to headspace
INCON IH
=0.

[nmol]
[nmol]
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Initial amount of gas in headspace

[nmol]

PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
PARAM OW
= 1.13E-9
Diffusion coefficient of gas in water
[m2*s-1]
PARAM TAU
= 0.7
Tortuosity factor for water in soil
[-]
PARAM THETA
0.57
Water concentration in soil
[-]
PARAM ALFA
0.0318
Volume fraction of gas dissolved in liquid phase
[m3*m-3]

=
=

PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION AMOUNT OF GAS IN BOTTOMSPACE
PARAM P
= 1.01325E5
Pressure
[N*m-2]
PARAM R
8.3143
Gas constant
[J*mol-1 *K-1]
PARAM T
= 298.
Temperature
[K]
VOLI
2.E-6
Injected volume of gas not dissolved in water
(m3]

=

=

*

SEVERAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
PARAM VOLB
= 2.388E-3
Volume of the bottomspace
PARAM VOLH
= 2.054E-3
~ Volume of the headspace
PARAM AREA
0.0363
Area of the soil column
PARAM SLAYER = 0.0163
Distance between the centres of soil layers
PARAM WLAYER = 0.021
Thickness water layer on top of soil

[m3]
[m3]

=

[m2]
[m]

[m]

PARAMETERS FOR FLOW THROUGH SYSTEM
PARAM CIN
= 0.
Concentration. in the inflow
PARAM FLOW
= 2.78E-7
Flow rate through the headspace is 1 l*hour-1

[nmol*m-3]

FOR ROOT DISTRIBUTION
PARAM OAT
= 91.
Age plant in days after transplanting
[days]
PARAM ITER
= 0.
Flow value necessary for iteration
H
After iteration the relative effectiveness per root length is equal.
The root length density is devided in portions for each soil layer.
ITER will be given that value that all gas is diffused into the roots
when the gas front reaches the headspace.
TIMER STATEMENTS
TIMER STTIME = 0.
Starttime
TIMER FINTIM = 1.8E6
End time
TIMER DELT
0.004
First guess for time between calculations
This value is low because the first processes are fast.
TIMER PRDEL
= 9000.
Time between printed values

[s]
[s]

=

[s]

[s]

PRINT STATEMENT AND DEFINITION OF USED FUNCTION
PRINT TB, TS, TW, TO, TSSINK, TGAS, OUTPPB
Prints values of variables mentioned
TRANSLATION_GENERAL DRIVER= 'RKDRIV'
Choice of numerical method to solve diffential equations
RKDRIV adapts time step to accuracy of calculations
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PRE CALCULATIONS FOR BOITOMSPACE
18
= (1.E9* VOLI * P)/(R * T)
Initial amount of gas in bottomspace

[nmol]

PRE CALCULATIONS FOR SINK
SWITCH
= 74.- OAT
Variable necessary to replace if then statement
RLTL
= 1./(1.+32.49*EXP(-0.09029*0AT))
Relative amount of roots in time for OAT<= 74 days
= EXP(-0.01397*(0AT-71.23))
RLTH
Relative amount of roots in time for DAT > 74 days
RLT
= INSW(SWITCH, RLTH, RLTL)
Relative amount of roots in time

[-]
[-]
[-]
[-]

NUM(O:N)
= REAL(I)
Necessary for cumputation root fraction in soil layers
[-]
Z(O:N)
= (NUM(N) - NUM(O:N) + 0.5)/(NUM(N))
Depth in soil
[-]
RLR(1:N)
= (EXP((-5.24+0.0459*DAT)*Z(1 :N))-...
EXP((-5.24+0.0459*DAT)*Z(O:N-1 )))/...
(EXP((-5.24+0.0459*0AT)*Z(N))-...
EXP((-5.24+0.0459*0AT)*Z(O)))
Relative amount of roots in layers in time
[-J
Discrete distribution derived by integration of the derivative.
RLR
= (-0.00401*0AT + 0.671)*EXP((-5.24+0.0459*0AT)*Z)
Relative amount of roots in layers as function of time
[-]
Continuous distribution derived from literature.
ROOTS(1 :N)
= RL T * RLR(1 :N)
Final relative root length
FRAC(1 :N)
= ROOTS(1 :N) * ITER
Fraction of incoming gas flux that diffuses into roots

[-]
[-]

PRE CALCULATIONS OF DIFFUSIONCOEFFICIENT AND VOLUMES
OS
=OW* TAU* THETA
Diffusion coefficient of gas in soil
[m2*s-1]
OSW
= (SLAYER + WLA YER)/(SLAYERIDS + WLAYERIDW)
Diffusion coefficient at soil water interface
[m2*s-1]
VOLS
=AREA* SLAYER
Volume per soil layer
[m3]
VOLW
= AREA * WLA YER
Volume water layer
[m3]
DYNAMIC
FLUXES TO SOIL AND WATER LAYERS, BOITOM, ROOTS AND HEAOSPACE
FLUX(1)
=-OS *(CS(1) -CB)
/(O.S*SLAYER) ;...
FLUX(2:N)
=-OS *(CS(2:N)-CS(1 :N-1)) /(1.0*SlAYER) ;...
FLUX(N+1)
= -DSW*(CW-CS(N))/(0.5*(SLAYER+WlA YER)) ;...
FLUX(N+2)
=-OW *(CH*ALFA-CW)
/(O.S*WLAYER)
Flux between soil layers
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
NEITO FLOW
= AREA*FLUX(1 :N) * FRAC(1 :N)
SINK(1 :N)
Sink in soil each soil layer
[nmol*s-1]
FLOWB
=AREA*(
- FLUX(1))
FLOWS(1 :N)
= AREA*(FLUX(1 :N)- FLUX(2:N+1))-SINK(1:N)
FLOVWJ
= AREA*(FLUX(N+1) - FLUX(N+2))
FLOWD
AREA*(FLUX(N+2))
Netto result of what comes in and goes out each layer
[nmol*s-1]

=

CALCULATIONS OF GAS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE SYSTEM
BOITOM
TB
= INTGRL(IB,FLOWB)
Total gas in the bottomspace

[nmol]
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=

CB
TBNOLB
Concentration of gas in bottomspace

[nmol*m-3]

SOIL
TS
= ARSUMM(S, 1, N)
Total sum of all soil layers
S
= INTGRL(IS,FLOWS)
Amount of gas in each soil layer
CS(1 :N)
= S(1 :N)NOLS
Concentration of gas in each soil layer

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

WATER
INTGRL(IW,FLO\IVVV)
TW
Total gas in the water
CW
=TWNOLW
Concentration of gas in water layer

=

[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

PLANT MEDIATED DIFFUSION
INTGRL(ISINK,SINK)
SSINK(1 :N)
Cumulative of sink through roots in each soil layer
TSSINK
= ARSUMM(SSINK, 1, N)
Total sum of all sinks

[nmol]

DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL TO HEADSPACE
= FLOWD
0
Diffusion into headspace
TO
INTGRL(ID,D)
Total gas diffused through soil to headspace

[nmol*s-1]

=

[nmol]

=

[nmol]

= TB + TS + TW + TSSINK + TO
TGAS
Total gas in system

[nmol]

FINISH
TB + TS + TW < 0.01 • TGAS
Terminates loop if less than 1% is left in soil or bottomspace
CALCULATION OF THE OUTFLOW OF THE HEADSPACE
IN
= FLOWD + ARSUMM(SINK, 1, N) + CIN * FLOW
Gas into heads pace via water surface, roots and inflow
OUT
CH * FLOW
Gas out heads pace to detector
FLOWH
= IN - OUT
Netto result of what comes in and goes out headspace
TH
= INTGRL(IH, FLOWH)
Total gas in headspace
CH
=TH/VOLH
Concentration of gas in the headspace
COUT
= CH
Concentration that comes out of the headspace
OUTPPB
= (GOUT * R * T)/P
Concentration that comes out of the headspace

=

END
STOP
ENDJOB
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[nmol*s-1]
(nmol*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]
[nmolm-3]
[PPB]

APPENDIX 3 MODEL 2 DIFFUSION THROUGH THE SOIL TO ROOTS
TITLE DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL WITH ROOTS
When gas is injected at the bottom of a soil column, it diffuses through it. If there are roots in the column, part of the gas
will diffuse into these roots. With this model diffusion through the soil and diffusion into the roots can be taken into
account. For numerical solution, the soil column is divided in layers. Assumed is that in each of the defined soil layers
concentrations of dissolved gas and root distributions are homogeneous. Diffusion of gas through the soil is supposed to
be much slower than diffusion through the roots. In this version, called model 2, the sink in each layer is supposed to
depend on the concentration gradient and the distance to the roots in each soil layer. This model is suitable for rice plants
of different ages. Finally one knows how fast gas appears in the headspace. When using a flow through system the
outflow is given. Changes are assumed to be so slow that what comes in the headspace will immediately be mixed.
DECLARATIONS
MAIN VARIABLES
ARRAY S(1:N)
Amount of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY IS(1:N)
Initial amount of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY CS(1 :N)
Concentration of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY FLUX(O:N+1)
Flux between soil layers
ARRAY FLOWS(1:N)
Netto flow between soil layers

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]

RESOURCE VARIABLES
ARRAY Z(O:N)
Depth in soil
ARRAY RLR(1:N)
Root distribution
ARRAY NUM(O:N)
Necessary for cumputation root fraction in soil layers
ARRAY RLD(1:N)
Root length density
ARRAY DIS(1:N)
Diffusion distance

[m]
[-]

[-]
[-]
[m]

VARIABLES FOR OUTPUT
ARRAY SINK(1 :N)
Removed through sinks in roots from each soil layer
ARRAY SSINK(1:N)
Sum of sink through roots of different soil layers

[nmol*s-1]
[nmol]

INITIAL
VALUES FOR PARAMETERS
ARRAY_SIZE N = 10
Number of soil layers

[-]

INCON IP
= 0.
Initial amount of gas in p2 filter
INCON IS(1 :N) = 0.
Initial amount gas in all soil layers
INCON IW
=0.
Initial amount of gas in waterlayer

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol]

INITIAL VALUES FOR VARIABLES FOR OUTPUT
INCON !SINK = 0.
Initial sink through roots fonn each soil layer
INCON 10
= 0.
Initial diffusion through soil to headspace
INCON IH
=0.
Initial amount of gas in headspace without plant
INCON IHP
= 0.
Initial amount of gas in headspace with plant
INCON lA
= 0.
Initial amount of gas in atmosphere

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol]
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PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
PARAM DW
= 1.13E-9
Diffusion coefficient of gas in water
[m2*s-1]
= 0.7
PARAM TAU
Tortuosity factor for water in soil
[-]
PARAM THETA
= 0.57
Water concentration in soil
[-]
FILTER
= 0.7
Relative diffusion coefficient compared to Dw
[m2*s-1]
PARAM ALFA
= 0.0318
Volume fraction of gas dissolved in liquid phase
[m3*m-3]
PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION AMOUNT OF GAS IN BOTTOMSPACE
PARAM P
= 1.01325E5
Pressure
[N*m-2]
PARAM R
=8.3143
Gas constant
[J*moi-1*K-1]
=298.
PARAM T
Temperature
[K]
VOLI
= 2.E-6
Injected volume of gas not dissolved in water
[m3]
SEVERAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
= 2.388E-3
PARAM VOLB
Volume of the bottomspace
PARAM VOLH
= 1.585E-3
Volume of the headspace
= 1.380E-3
PARAM VOLHP
Volume of the headspace
PARAM AREA
=0.0363
Area of the soil column
= 0.0202
PARAM AREAH
Area of the soil column
PARAM AREAHP = 0.0028
Area of the soil column
PARAM PlAYER = 0.008
Thickness percolator
PARAM SLAYER = 0.0163
Distance between the centres of soil layers
PARAM WLAYER = 0.021
Thickness water layer on top of soil

[m3]
[m3]
[m3]
[m2]
[m2]
[m2]
[m]
[m]
[m]

PARAMETERS FOR FLOW THROUGH SYSTEM
PARAM CIN
= 0.
Concentration in the inflow
= 2.78E-7
PARAM FLOW
Flow rate through the headspace is 1 l*hour-1

[nmol*m-3]
[m3*s-1]

FOR ROOT DISTRIBUTION
PARAM MRL
= 22.7E3
Maximum root length per area a rice field reaches
= 91.
PARAM OAT
Age plant at start in days after transplanting

[m*m-2]
[days]

TIMER STATEMENTS
TIMER STTIME = 0.
Starttime
TIMER FINTIM = 3.E6
End time
TIMER DELT
= 0.004
First guess for time between calculations
This value is low because the first processes are fast.
= 9000.
TIMER PRDEL
Time between printed values

[s]
[s]
[s]

[s]

PRINT STATEMENT AND DEFINITION OF USED FUNCTION
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PRINT OUTPPB
Prints values of variables mentioned
TRANSLATION_GENERAL DRIVER = 'RKDRIV; TRACE = 4
Choice of numerical method to solve diffential equations
RKDRIV adapts time step to accuracy of calculations
PRE CALCULATIONS FOR BOTTOMS PACE
18
= (1.E9* VOLI * P)/(R * T)
Initial amount of gas in bottomspace

[nmol]

PRE CALCULATIONS OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AND VOLUMES
DP
= DW*FILTER
Diffusion coefficient in p2 filter
[m2*s-1]
DPS
=(PLAYER+ SLAYER)/(PLAYER/OP +SLAYER/OS)
Diffusion coefficient at filter soil interface
[m2*s-1]
OS
=OW* TAU* THETA
[m2*s-1]
Diffusion coefficient of gas in soil
DSW
= (SLAYER + WLA YER)/(SLA YER/DS + WLAYERIDW)
Diffusion coefficient at soil water interface
[m2*s-1]
VOLP
= AREA * PLAYER
Volume percolator
[m3]
VOLS
= AREA * SLAYER
Volume per soil layer
[m3]
VOLW
= AREA "'WLA YER
Volume water layer
[m3]
DYNAMIC
CALCULATIONS FOR SINK
AGE
=OAT+ TIME/86400.
Age of plant is result age at start and time experiment [days]
SWITCH
= 74.- AGE
Variable necessary to replace if then statement
RLTL
= 1./(1.+32.49*EXP(-0.09029*AGE))
Relative amount of roots in time for low AGE<= 74 days
RLTH
= EXP(-0.01397*(AGE-71.23))
Relative amount of roots in time for high AGE> 74 days
RL T
= INSW(SWITCH. RLTH. RLTL)
Relative amount of roots in time

H
[-]
[-]
[-]

NUM(O:N)
= REAL(I)
Necessary for cumputation root fraction in soil layers
H
Z(O:N)
= (NUM(N) - NUM(O:N) + 0.5)/(NUM(N))
Depth in soil
[-]
RLR(1 :N)
= (EXP(( -5.24+0.0459*AGE)*Z(1 :N))-...
EXP(( -5.24+0.0459*AGE)*Z(O:N-1 )))/ ...
(EXP((-5.24+0.0459*AGE)*Z(N))-...
EXP((-5.24+0.0459*AGE)*Z(O)))
[-]
Relative amount of roots in layers in time
Discrete distribution derived by integration of a derivative:
RLR
= (-0.00401-..DAT + 0.671)"'EXP((-5.24+0.0459*AGE)*Z)
Relative amount of roots in layers as function of time
[-]
Continuous distribution derived from literature.
RLD(1 :N)
= RLT * RLR(1 :N) * MRL I SLAYER
Root length per unit soil volume
DIS(1:N)
= 0.5*SQRT(-LOG(0.5)/(3.1416*RLD(1:N)})
Transfer of root length to average diffusion distance

[m*m-3]
[m]

FLUXES TO SOIL AND WATER LAYERS, BOTTOM, ROOTS AND HEADSPACE
= -DP *(CP -CB)
/(O.S*PLAYER) ;...
FLUX(O)
FLUX(1)
= -DPS*(CS(1 )-CP)/(O.S*(PLAYER+SLAYER)) ;...
FLUX(2:N)
=-OS *(CS(2:N)-CS(1 :N-1)) /(1.0*SLAYER) ;...
FLUX(N+1)
= -DSW*(CW-CS(N))/(O.S*(SLAYER+WLAYER)}
Flux between soil layers
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
FLUWHP
= -DW*(CHP*ALFA-CW)/(O.S*WLAYER)
Flux between water layer and headspace with plant
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
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FLUWH
Flux between
FLUWA
Flux between

= -DW*(CH*ALFA-CW)/(0.5*WLA YER}
water layer and headspace without plant
= -DW*(-CW)/(O.S*WLAYER)
water layer and headspace

SINK(1 :N)
=-OS *(CHP*ALFA- CS(1 :N))/DIS(1 :N)*AREA
Sink in soil each soil layer

[nmol*m-2*s-1]
[nmol*m-2*s-1]

[nmol*m-2*s-1]

NETTO FLOW
FLOWS
= AREA*(
- FLUX(O))
FLOWP
= AREA *(FLUX(O) - FLUX(1))
FLOWS(1 :N)
=AREA*(FLUX(1 :N) - FLUX(2:N+1 ))-SINK(1 :N)
FLOWW
= AREA*FLUX(N+1) -...
(AREAHP}*FLUWHP -...
(AREAH-AREAHP)*FLUWH -...
(AREA-AREAH)*FLUWA
FLOD
= (AREAHP)*FLUWHP
FLOH
= (AREAH-AREAHP)*FLUWH
FLOA
= (AREA-AREAH)*FLUWA
Netto result of what comes in and goes out each layer
[nmol*s-1]
CALCULATIONS OF GAS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE SYSTEM
BOTTOM
TB
= INTGRL(IB,FLOWB)
Total gas in the bottomspace
CB
= TBNOLB
Concentration of gas in bottomspace

[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

PERCOLATOR
TP
= INTGRL(IP,FLOWP)
Total gas in the bottomspace
CP
= TPIVOLP
Concentration of gas in bottomspace

(nmol]
(nmol*m-3]

SOIL
TS
= ARSUMM(S, 1, N)
Total sum of all soil layers
S
= INTGRL(IS,FLOWS)
Amount of gas in each soil layer
CS(1 :N)
= S(1 :N)NOLS
Concentration of gas in each soil layer

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

WATER
TW
= INTGRL(IW,FLOWW)
Total gas in the water
CW
=TWNOLW
Concentration of gas in water layer

[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

TA
= INTGRL(IA,FLOA)
Total gas in the water

[nmol]

TH
= INTGRL(IH,FLOH)
Total gas in the water
CH
= THIVOLH
Concentration of gas in water layer

[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

PLANT MEDIATED DIFFUSION
= INTGRL(ISINK,SINK)
SSINK(1 :N)
Cumulative of sink through roots in each soil layer
TSSINK
= ARSUMM(SSINK, 1, N)
Total sum of all sinks

[nmol]
[nmol]

DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL TO HEADSPACE
ID
= INTGRL(ID,FLOD)
Total gas diffused through soil to headspace

[nmol]
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=

TGAS
TB + TP + TS + TW + TSSINK +TO + TH + TA
[nmol]
Total gas in system
TB + TP + TS + TW < 0.01 * TGAS
FINISH
Terminates loop if less than 1% is left in soil or bottoms pace
CALCULATION OF THE OUTFLOW OF THE HEADS PACE
IN
= FLOD + ARSUMM(SINK, 1, N) + CIN * FLOW
Gas into headspace via water surface, roots and inflow
OUT
= CHP * FLOW
Gas out headspace to detector
= IN - OUT
FLOWH
Netto result of what comes in and goes out heads pace
THP
= INTGRL(IHP, FLOWH)
Total gas in headspace
=THP I VOLHP
CHP
Concentration of gas in the headspace
GOUT
= CHP
Concentration that comes out of the headspace
OUTPPB
= (GOUT * R * T)/P
Concentration that comes out of the headspace
END
STOP
ENDJOB
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[nmol*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]
[nmoij
[nmol*m-3]
[nmolm-3]
[PPB]

APPENDIX 4 MODEL 3 DIFFUSION THROUGH THE SOIL AND THE PLANT
TITLE DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL WITH ROOTS
When gas is injected at the bottom of a soil column, it diffuses through it. If there are plants in the column, part of the gas
will diffuse into the roots, through the plants and to the atmosphere. With this model diffusion through the soil and
diffusion into the roots can be taken into account. For numerical solution, the soil column is divided in layers. Assumed is
that in each of the defined soil layers concentrations of dissolved gas and root distributions are homogeneous. In this
version, called model 3, the sink in each layer is supposed to depend on the concentration gradient and the distance to
the roots in each soil layer and on the diffusion through the plant. This model is suitable for rice plants of different ages.
Finally one knows how fast gas appears in the headspace. When using a flow through system the outflow is given.
Changes are assumed to be so slow that what comes in the headspace will immediately be mixed.
DECLARATIONS
MAIN VARIABLES SOIL
ARRAY S(1 :N)
Amount of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY IS(1 :N)
Initial amount of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY CS(1:N)
Concentration of gas in each soil layer
ARRAY FLUSS(1:N-1)
Flux between soil layers
ARRAY FLOS(1 :N)
Netto flow in soil layers

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]

MAIN VARIABLES PLANT
ARRAY R(1:N)
Amount of gas in roots in each soil layer
ARRAY IR(1:N)
Initial amount of gas in roots in each soil layer
ARRAY CR(1 :N)
Concentration of gas in roots in each soil layer
ARRAY FLURR(1:N-1)
Flux between roots in soil layers
ARRAY FLOR(1 :N)
Netto flow· in roots in soil layers

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]

RESOURCE VARIABLES PLANT
ARRAY NUM(O:N)
Necessary for cumputation root fraction in soil layers [-]
ARRAY Z(O:N)
Depth in soil
ARRAY RLR(1 :N)
Root fractions in layers
ARRAY RLD(1:N)
Root length density
ARRAY DIS(1 :N)
Average diffusion distance from soil to roots
ARRAY ARL(1:N)
Average root length in each layer as a function of time
ARRAY NUMR(1:N)
Number of parallel roots in each layer
ARRAY AREAR(1 :N)
Total area of parallel roots in each soil layer
ARRAY SINK(1 :N)
Removed through sinks in roots from each soil layer
ARRAY ISINK(1:N)
Initial sink in ach layer
ARRAY SSINK(1 :N)
Sum of sink through roots of different soil layers

[m]
[-]
[-]
[m]
[m]

[-]
[m2]

[nmol*s-1]
[nmol*s-1]
[nmoiJ

INITIAL
VALUES FOR PARAMETERS
ARRAY_SIZE N = 10
Number of soil layers

[-]
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INCON IP
= 0.
Initial amount of gas in p2 filter
INCON IS(1 :N) = 0.
Initial amount gas in all soil layers
INCON IW
= 0.
Initial amount of gas in waterlayer
INCON IR(1 :N)
0.
Initial amount gas in roots in all soil layers
INCON ISH
= 0.
Initial amount of gas in shoot

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol]

=

[nmol]
[nmol]

=

INCON IPL
0.
Initial amount of plant mediated gas diffused
INCON ISINK = 0.
Initial sink through roots form each soil layer
INCON ID
0.
Initial diffusion through soil to headspace
INCON IH
0.
Initial amount of gas in headspace without plant
INCON IHP
0.
Initial amount of gas in headspace with plant
INCON lA
= 0.
Initial amount in atmosphere

[nmol]
[nmol]

=
=
=

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol]

PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
PARAM OW
= 1.13E-9
[m2*s-1]
Diffusion coefficient of gas in water
PARAM DG
= 1.E-5
[m2*s-1]
Diffusion coefficient of gas gas
PARAM TAU
=0.7
Tortuosity factor for water in soil
[-]
PARAM THETA
= 0.57
[-]
Water concentration in soil
PARAM ALFA
= 0.0318
[m3*m-3]
Volume fraction of gas dissolved in liquid phase
FILTER
= 0.7
[-]
Relative diffusion coeffincient filter compared to Ow
PARAMETERS FOR COMPUTATION AMOUNT OF GAS IN BOTTOMSPACE
PARAM P
= 1.01325E5
[N*m-2]
Pressure
PARAM GC
= 8.3143
Gas constant
PARAM T
= 298.
[K]
Temperature
PARAM VOLI
=2.E-6
[m3]
Injected volume of gas not dissolved in
SEVERAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
PARAM VOLBO
=2.388E-3
Volume of the bottomspace
= 1.585E-3
PARAM VOLH
Volume of the headspace without plant
= 1.380E-3
PARAM VOLHP
Volume of the headspace with plant
PARAM AREA
0.0363
Area of the soil column
PARAM AREAH
0.0202
Area of the headspace core
PARAM AREAHP =0.0028
Area of the part of the head space that contains plant
0.008
PARAM PLAYER
Thickness p2 filter
PARAM SLAYER = 0.0163
Distance between the centres of soil layers
PARAM WLAYER =0.021

[m3]
[m3]
[m3]

=
=

[m2]
[m2]
[m2]

=

[m]
[m]
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Thickness water layer on top of soil

[m]

PARAMETERS FOR FLOW THROUGH SYSTEM
PARAM CIN
= 0.
Concentration in the inflow
= 2.78E-7
PARAM FLUSH
Flush rate through the headspace with plant

[nmol*m-3]
[m3*s-1]

PLANT PARAMETERS
PARAM MRL
= 22.7E3
Maximum root length per area a rice field reaches
Value derived from literature
= 91.
PARAM OAT
Age plant at start in days after transplanting
PARAM RB
= 3.8E9
Resistance of the root-shoot barrier
PARAM RST
= 388.
Resistance of the stomata
PARAM DIAR
= 3.E-4
Diameter roots
PARAM DIASH = 7.E-3
Diameter shoots
= 0.3
PARAM PORR
Porosity roots
TAUR
= 0.56
Turtuosity roots
PARAM PORSH
= 0.45
Porosity shoots

[m*m-2]

[days]
[s*m-3]
[s*m-3]
[m]

[m]
[m2*m-2)

[-]
[m2*m-2]

TIMER STATEMENTS
TIMER STTIME = 0.
Starttime
TIMER FINTIM = 1.8E6
End time
TIMER DELT
= 0.004
First guess for time between calculations
This value is low because the first processes are fast.
TIMER PRDEL = 9000.
Time between printed values

[s]
[s]
[s]

[s]

PRINT STATEMENT AND DEFINITION OF USED FUNCTION
PRINT OUTPPB
Prints values of variables mentioned
TRANSLATION_GENERAL DRIVER= 'RKDRIV; TRACE= 4
Choice of numerical method to solve diffential equations
RKDRIV adapts time step to accuracy of calculations
PRE CALCULATIONS FOR BOTTOMSPACE
= (1.E9* VOU * P)/(GC ..
lBO
Initial amount of gas in bottomspace

n

[nmol]

PRE CALCULATlONS OF DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AND VOLUMES
DP
= DWFILTER
Diffusion coefficient in p2 filter
[m2*s-1]
DPS
= (PLAYER + SLAYER)/(PLA YERIDP + SLA YERIDS)
Diffusion coefficient at filter soil interface
[m2*s-1]
OS
=OW* TAU* THETA
[m2*s-1]
Diffusion coefficient of gas in soil
DSW
= (SLAYER + WlA YER)/(SLA YERIDS + WLAYERIDW)
Diffusion coefficient at soil water interface
[m2*s-1]
VOLP
= AREA * PLAYER
Volume percolator
[m3]
VOLS
= AREA * SLAYER
Volume per soil layer
[m3]
VOLW
=AREA* WLAYER
[m3]
Volume water layer
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DYNAMIC
CALCUlATIONS FOR SINK
AGE
OAT + TIME/86400.
Age of plant is result age at start and time experiment [days]
SWTCH1
= 74.-AGE
Variable necessary to replace if then statement
= 1./(1.+32.49*EXP(-0.09029*AGE))
RLTL
Relative amount of roots in time for low AGE <= 74 days
= EXP(-0.01397*(AGE-71.23))
RLTH
Relative amount of roots in time for high AGE > 74 days
RLT
= INSW(SWTCH1, RLTH, RLTL)
Relative amount of roots in time

=

NUM(O:N)
= REAL(I)
Necessary for cumputation root fraction in soil layers
Z(O:N)
= (NUM(N) - NUM(O:N) + 0.5)/(NUM(N))
Depth in soil
RLR(1 :N)
= (EXP((-5.24+0.0459*AGE)*Z(1 :N))-...
EXP((-5.24+0.0459*AGE)*Z(O:N-1 )))/...
(EXP((-5.24+0.0459*AGE)*Z(N))-...
EXP((-5.24+0.0459*AGE)*Z(O)))
Amount of roots in layers in time normalized

[-]
[-]
[-]

H
[-]

H

[-J

= RL T * RLR(1 :N) * MRL ISLA YER
RLD(1 :N)
Root length per unit soil volume
DIS(1:N)
= 0.5*SQRT(-LOG(0.5)/(3.1416*RLD(1:N)))
Transfer of root length to average diffusion distance

[m*m-3]
[m]

FOR DIFFUSION IN ROOTS
ARL(1:N)
=SLAYER* TAUR
RL I NUM(N)
[m]
Average root length in each layer as a function of time
Average root length is supposed to be equal in all layers
NUMR(1 :N)
= RLD(1 :N) * SLAYER *AREA /ARL(1 :N)
Number of roots with average length in each layer
[-]
N·umber of roots is supposed to differ in layers
AREAR(1:N)
= 3.1416 * (0.5 * DIAR)**2 * PORR * NUMR(1:N)
Total area of parallel aerenchyma in roots
[m2]
FOR DIFFUSION IN SHOOTS
NUMSH
= 50. - 49. * EXP(-AGE * 0.072)
Number of shoots
(-]
AREASH
=3.1416 * (0.5 * DIASH)**2 * PORSH * NUMSH
Total area of parallel aerenchyma in shoots
[m2]
LENSH
= 0.19- 0.18 * EXP(-AGE * 0.062)
Length of shoots
[m]
FLUXES TO SOIL AND WATER LAYERS, BOTTOM, ROOTS AND HEADSPACE
FLUBOP
= -DP *(CP -CBO)
/(O.S*PLAYER)
Flux between bottem and p2 filter
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
FLUPS
= -DPS*(CS(1)-CP) /{O.S*(PLAYER+SLAYER))
Flux between p2 filter and lowest soil layer
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
FLUSS(1:N-f) =-OS *(CS(2:N)-CS(1:N-1)) /(1.0*SLAYER)
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
Flux bet>Neen soil layers
FLUSW
= -DSW*(CW-CS(N)) 1(0.5*(SLAYER+WLA YER))
Flux between highest soil layer and water layer
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
FLUWHP
=-OW *(CHP*ALFA-CW)
/(O.S*WLAYER)
Flux between water layer and headspace with plant
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
FLUWH
=-OW *(CH*ALFA-CW)
/(O.S*WLAYER)
Flux between water layer and headspace without plant
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
FLUWA
=-OW *(-CW)
/(O.S*WLAYER)
Flux between water layer and atmosphere
[nmol*m-2*s-1]
SINK(1 :N)
= -DS*(CR(1 :N)*ALFA- CS(1 :N))/(015(1 :N))*AREA
Sink from each soil layer to roots in that soil layer [nmol*s-1]
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NETTO FLOW
= AREA*(
- FLU BOP)
FLOBO
Netto flow in bottom
[nmol*s-1]
FLOP
= AREA *(FLUBOP - FLUPS)
Netto flow in p2 filter
[nmol*s-1]
FLOS(1)
= AREA*(FLUPS- FLUSS(1))-SINK(1); ...
FLOS(2:N-1) = AREA *(FLUSS( 1:N-2)-FLUSS(2:N-1))...
-SINK(2:N-1); ...
FLOS(N)
= AREA..(FLUSS(N-1) - FLUSW) -SINK(N)
Netto flow in soil layers
[nmol*s-1]
FLOW
=AREA*FLUSW- AREAHP*FLUWHP -...
(AREAH-AREAHP)*FLUWH - (AREA-AREAH)*FLUWA
Netto flow in water layer
[nmol*s-1]
FLOD
= AREAHP*FLUWHP
Flow of diffusion into headspace with plant
[nmors-1]
FLOH
= (AREAH-AREAHP)*FLUWH
Flow of diffusion into headspace without plant
[nmol*s-1]
FLOA
= (AREA-AREAH)*FLUWA
Netto flow of diffusion into headspace
[nmors-1]
FLURR(1:N-1) = -DG*(CR(2:N)-CR(1:N-1))/...
(0.5*ARL(2:N) + 0.5*ARL(1 :N-1 ))
Flux between roots in each layer

[nmol*m-2*s-1]

FLOB

= -(CSH-CR(N))/(RB+ ...
0.5*(ARL(N)+LENSH)/(DG*AREAR(N)))
Flow through the root shoot barrier
[nmol*s-1]
FLOR(1)
=SINK(1) -AREAR(1)*FLURR(1); ...
FLOR(2:N-1)
= SINK(2:N-1) + AREAR(1 :N-2)*FLURR(1 :N-2)-...
AREAR(2:N-1)*FLURR(2:N-1); ...
FLOR(N)
=SINK(N) + AREAR(N-1)*FLURR(N-1)- FLOB
Netto flow roots in each layer
[nmol*s-1]
FLOSH
= FLOB + DG*((CHP-CSH)/(0.5*(LENSH)))*AREASH
Netto flow in shoots
[nmol*s-1)
FLOPL
=-(CHP-CSH)/(0.5*(LENSH)/(DG*AREASH)+RST)
Plant mediated diffusion flow into headspace with plant
nmol*s-1]
CALCULATIONS OF GAS IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE SYSTEM
BOTTOM
TBO
= INTGRL(IBO,FLOBO)
Total gas in the bottomspace
CBO
= TBONOLBO
Concentration of gas in bottomspace

[nmol]

PERCOLATOR
=INTGRL(IP,FLOP)
TP
Total gas in the bottomspace
CP
= TPNOLP
Concentration of gas in bottomspace

[nmol]

[nmol*m-3]

[nmol*m-3]

SOIL
TS
=ARSUMM(S, 1, N)
Total sum of all soil layers
S
= INTGRL(IS,FLOS)
Amount of gas in each soil layer
CS(1 :N)
= S(1 :N)NOLS
Concentration of gas in each soil layer

[nmol]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

WATER
TW
= INTGRL(IW,FLOW)
Total gas in the water
CW
=TWNOLW
Concentration of gas in water layer
ROOTS
TR

nmol]
[nmol*m-3]

= ARSUMM(R, 1, N)
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Total sum of all roots in layers
R
= INTGRL(IR,FLOR)
Amount of gas in roots in each layer
CR(1 :N)
= R(1 :N)/(ARL(1 :N)*AREAR(1 :N))
Concentration of gas in roots in each layer

[nmoij

SHOOT
= INTGRL(ISH,FLOSH)
TSH
Total gas in the shoot
CSH
= TSH/(LENSH * AREASH)
Concentration of gas in the shoot

[nmol]

[nmol]

[nmorm-3]

[nmol*m-3]

DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL TO HEADSPACE WITH PLANT
0
= FLOD
Diffusion into headspace
[nmol*s-1]
TO
= INTGRL(IO,D)
Total gas diffused through soil to headspace
[nmoij
DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL TO ATMOSPHERE
A
= FLOA
Diffusion into headspace
TA
= INTGRL(IA,A)
Total gas diffused through soil to headspace

[nmors-1]
[nmoij

DIFFUSION THROUGH SOIL TO HEADSPACE W1THOUT PLANT
H
= FLOH
Diffusion into headspace
[nmol*s-1]
TH
= INTGRL(IH,H)
Total gas diffused through soil to headspace
[nmoij
CH
=THNOLH
Concentration in headspace without plant
[nmorm-3]
PLANT MEDIATED DIFFUSION
TPL
= INTGRL(IPL,FLOPL)
Gas diffused through plant into headspace with plant

[nmol]

SINK TO ROOTS
SSINK(1 :N)
= INTGRL(ISINK, SINK)
Cumulative of sink to roots in each layer
TSSINK
= ARSUMM(SSINK, 1, N)
Total sum of all sinks

[nmoij
[nmoij

TGAS
= TBO+ TP+ TS+ TW+ TR+ TSH+ TO+ TPL +TH+ TA
Total gas in system
FINISH
TBO+ TP+ TS+ TW+ TR+ TSH < 0.01 *TGAS
Terminates loop if less than 1% is left in soil or bottomspace
CALCULATION OF THE OUTFLOW OF THE HEADSPACE
IN
= FLOD + FLOPL + CIN * FLUSH
Gas into headspace via water surface, roots and inflow
OUT
= CHP * FLUSH
Gas out headspace to detector
FLOHP
= IN - OUT
Netto flow in headspace with plant
THP
= INTGRL(IHP, FLOHP)
Total gas in headspace
CHP
=THP/VOLHP
Concentration of gas in the headspace
COUT
= CHP
Concentration that comes out of the headspace
OUTPPB
= (COUT * GC * T)/P
Concentration that comes out of the headspace
END
STOP
ENDJOB
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[nmoij

[nmors-1]
[nmol*s-1]
[nmors-1]
[nmol]
[nmol*m-3]
[nmolm-3]
[PPB]

APPENDIX 5 MINIMAL GAS BUBBLE SIZE IN THE SOIL
In the experiments a filter placed between the bottom of the core and the soil is
used to avoid bubbles to move into soil column. In order to decide on the pore size of
the membrane one needs to know the size of the gas bubbles that might be formed.
Formula 32 gives the gas bubble size at different depths in the soil.
~p

=

2 * yI

~p

=

~p

r=

r

30

*g*h

31

2 * yI

~p

[m]

*g*h

32

~P [N*m-2] is the surface pressure, y [N*m- 1] is the surface tension, ~P [kg*m-1 is the
2

difference in density between the gas and the soil, g [m*s- ] is the gravity and h [m] is
the depth in the soil.
1
3
3
3
3
For air in soil at 298K y = 71.79*10- N*m- , ~P = (1.4*10 kg*m- - 28.8*103
3
3
kg*mor 1) 1 22.4*1 o- 3 m *mor 1
1.40*1 0 kg*m- (Average molecular mass = 0.8 * 28
2
1
1
1
kg*mor + 0.2 * 32 kg*mor
28.8 kg*mor ), g 9.88 m*s- and h 0.15m. Therefore r
= 69.2 ~tm for air bubbles in soil at 298K. For other gases the value for the surface
tension is different, but not that much because most gases are rather hydrophobic. The
radius of the pores in the filter used to avoid bubbles from moving into the soil should in
any case be smaller than 69.2 ~m.

=

=

=
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APPENDIX 6 CALCULATION OF A DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
An equation for the diffusion coefficient of a gas from the constant signal
measured with the laser can be derived. When a gas bubble as large as the total area is
present below a filter, with water on top of it and a headspace through which gas is
flown a constant signal is obtained until the bubble is dissolved. From this constant
signal a diffusion coefficient of the gas in water can be derived. This will be shown here.
In a steady state situation the incoming gas and the outgoing gas in the
headspace are equal.
IN

33

=OUT

IN [mol] is the total amount of gas that has flown into the headspace and OUT [nmol*s- 1]
is the flow out of the headspace.
IN

=AREA* FLUX

34

2

1

AREA [m ] is the area of diffusion, FLUX [mol*s- *mheads pace.

2

]

is the flux of gas to the

FLUX =-OW* (CH*ALFA- CB*ALFA) I WLAYER
1

2

OW [m *s- ] is the diffusion coefficient of the gas in water, CH [mol*m 3] is the gas
concentration in the headspace, ALFA [-] is the solubility of the gas in water, CB
3
[mol*m ] is the gas concentration in the bottom space. WLAYER [m] is the thickness of
the water layer.
CB

=PI (R * T)

[mol*m

3

]
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P [N*m -2] is the pressure, R [N*m*K*mor 1] is the gas constant and T [K] is the
temperature.
OUT

3

FLOW [m *sCH

[nmol*s- 1]

= CH *FLOW
1
]
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is the flow rate through the headspace.

= (OUTPPB * P) I (10 9 * R * T)

38

OUTPPB [ppb] is the concentration measured.
Filling formula 61 up to 65 in formula 60 gives formula 66.
AREA* OW* (-CH*ALFA + CB*ALFA) I WLAYER = CH *FLOW [mol*s-

1

]
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Finally an equation for the diffusion coefficient --can be derived.
OW

= CH * FLOW* WLAYER I (AREA* ALFA * (CB- CH))

~ OUTPPB * FLOW* WLAYER I (1 09 *AREA* ALFA)
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2

[m *s-

1

]
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